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Vision uses core values
to stress unity, respect
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
Chief Reporter

BEN FRENCH/ The BG Newi
VICTORY HUG — Marcos Popovich and Rebecca Nieto embrace after being named next year's USG president and vice president.
Although elections were close, Popovich and Nieto were able to pull ahead of Greg Amend and Nick Gresko with their campaign,
"Orientation, connection and support for student success."

Popovich, Nieto win USG elections
SARAGRA7JANO
STAKE WKIIIK

Marcos Popovich and. Rebecca
Nieto will be the Undergraduate Student Government president and vice
president for the 2000-2001 academic year.
According to election results
announced Friday. Popovich and
Nieto won the election with 594
votes. Greg Amend and Nick Gresko
received 474 votes, Brian Engelman

and Jill Whyde recorded 335 votes
and Ashley Elder and Joe Stuart finished with 286 votes.
Popovich and Nieto said they
were honored to be elected USG
president and vice president.
"I'd like to say that I'm very
proud to have been elected by the
student body to this position."
Popovich said "I really appreciate
all the organizations, administrators
and students who supported us.
We're very happy."
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"We're just really thrilled that
we're going to get to exercise our
leadership in USG next year." Nieto
said.
Current USG president Clint
Oault said he was confident in
Popovich and Nieto's ability to run
USG next year.
"I have an unbelievable amount
of faith in Marcos and Rebecca."
Gault said "They're tremendous students and tremendous leaders who
are going to carry the torch of leadership in USG."
Popovich is currently president
of the Latino Student Union, and
Nieto is a resident adviser. Both hold
other leadership and committee
positions on campus.
Their campaign was based on the
slogan "Orientation, connection and
support for student success." Their
platform included enhancing student
orientation, increasing funding for
student organizations and establishing a system to evaluate academic

advisors.
Amend and Gresko congratulated
Popovich and Nieto on their success
and said-they had enjoyed their campaign.
"I'm very happy with the way
things turned out." Amend said. "If
we weren't elected. I'd rather it be
Marcos. I'm sure he'JI do a good job.
We got out there and let the students
decide for themselves."
Gresko said the experience of
running was worthwhile even
though his ticket didn't win.
"This campaign was really a
learning experience for us, and I
wouldn't give it up lor anything,"
Gresko said.
Engelman agreed that his campaign was also worthwhile.
"Win. lose or draw, our campaign
got a lot of people thinking," Engelman said. "It pulled people out to
I See ELECTIONS, page 7.

Salsa expert says music industry is male-dominated
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CHIU- REPORTER

A speaker from the University of
Michigan offered a feminist perspective on the genealogy of salsa
music Friday.
The presentation, entitled "La
Lupe. La India and Cclia; Toward a
Feminist Genealogy of Salsa
Music." was directed by Frances R.
Aparicio. professor of Spanish and
American culture at the University
of Michigan.
I
One of her key interests is examining the world of women, particularly in salsa music, which is male-

dominated.
"I hope that those who attend the
presentation think more critically
about the cultural politics behind
music thai they listen to," she said.
"I hope they analyze more what the
songs are saying and what kind of
impact the songs have."
According to Aparicio. Celia
Cruz. Queen of Salsa, said " the
absence of women in the Latin
music industry exists because
women were not trained in popular
music and women did not dare
improvise — sonear — on stage. "
Few women, with the exception
of Cruz, are associated with the.
development of salsa and the musi-

cal industry that produces it. she
said.
Throughout the presentation.
Aparicio played samples of music
by both La India and La Lupe. The
song "La voz dc.la experiencia (The
voices of experience)" by La India
featured a duct with Celia Cruz.
Celia gives advice to La India on
how to succeed in the music industry.
The other song played was "Soy
la que soy (I am who I ami" by La
Lupe, who had passed away in the
early 90s. She sings in the genre of
the 1960s and was considered the
Queen of Latin Soul
"It is interesting because the song

is about her individuality." Aparacio
said. "La Lupe was such a radical
and controversial performer. It is
about how she is and how others
perceive. At her performances, she
sometimes would striptease, scream,
throw her shoes to the audience —
do all these crazy things."
' Aparicio said the phrase "I am
who I am" articulates the feminist
resistance of these singers who face
the homogenizing pressures of the
musical and entertainment industry
and who refuse to yield to the eurocentric beauty criteria

i See SPEAKER, page 7.

Rainbow Daze, sponsored by
Vision, will feature programs
throughout the week geared toward
creating awareness about gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendcred
issues (GBLT).
"We try to incorporate more
diversity and not focus on just
GLBT issues." said Jessica Teaman.
Vision president. "We address issues
that affect everyone — social justice
issues such as racism, classism and
sexism. We try to make BGSU more
diverse and work towards acceptance for everyone."
Vision is the gay. lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, questing, queer
and straight supportive organization.
Throughout the week they hope to
promote unity.
"We want to bring people together to think of what they take for
granted," she said. "Let people
know that their world is more
diverse than they might think and to
open their eyes "
The theme of Rainbow Daze
revolves around the University core
values. Each day they will enact one
of the core values.
Today's core value is respect for
each other
Vision kicks off Rainbow Daze
with "Live Homosexual Acts" 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the lawn between
Jerome Library and the Education

CHIEF REPORTER

Gospel Choir's Concert lifted the
roof of Kobacker Auditorium with
songs of praise to Christ last night.
"They are a fine group of musicians that really show their love of
God and to the art of music." said
Paul Sorvold. junior secondary education major.
The weekend of "Gospel Explosion" was also a celebration of
Gospel Choir's 30th Anniversary.
The weekend events also include
a formal dinner banquet and awards
ceremony on Friday and an alumni
bfunch and panel discussion Saturday.
The Gospel Choir's Concert featured both past and present members.
Among the selections performed
were "Deliverance," "It's A Say,"
arid "Blessed Quietness." Also featured that night was the University
praise dancers dressed in black with
either a blue or silver stash, and Uni-

versity praise signers.
"The choir selections are full of
energy." said Darren Adams, a
senior Physics major. "I think the
BGSU Gospel Choir is headed in the
right direction."
The purpose of Gospel Choir is to
promote Christian development
focusing on the social, intellectual
and moral welfare of its members
and community. This is achieved by
proclaiming the ministry of Christ
through gospel music and other
Christian activities.
The panelists at the alumni
brunch served as inspirational
speakers.
'The panelist talked about their
experience at BG." said Bobby R.
Larkin. Jr.. " They discussed their
struggles in dealing with being
black. 'They gave the advise that
each person should get involved, but
not too involved. Each of them said
the gospel choir was a great way to
get involved and meet new people."
• See CHOIR, page 7.
■

Jessica Teaman
Vision President

Building. The area will be marked
off with yellow police tape.
Although the nature of the event is
kept a secret, the event will -address
the misconceptions people have
about the GLBT community. The
event is open to everyone.
"This is an attempt to get more
attention and to prove a point," Teaman said. "One misconception is
that people often refer to the 'gay
lifestyle.' There is no such thing as a
'gay lifestyle.' We are all different
like everyone. People might choose
to live their life one way Not all
gays are promiscuous, go to the bar
and do drugs."
This evening will be a presentation by Kevin Jennings, a member of
• See VISION, page 7.

Health educators aim
to define sexual assault
NICOLE VALEK
STAFF WRITER

April is National Sexual Assault
Awareness Month and the University wants to promote awareness.
"On every college campus,
including BGSU. sexual assault is a
problem that needs to be addressed."
said Jennifer Wickersham. Coalition
Against Sexual Offenses (CASO)
graduate assistant. "It is important
that students have this information
so they can help to reduce their own
risk of becoming a victim perpetrator of assault."
Susan Ashley, the SHARE (SelfHelp Assault Reduction Education)
project coordinator said, "It is not
about fear and it is not just a
woman's issue. Sexual assault
occurs in every zip code and, the
more people aware of it, the more
they can do to help reduce the incidents of sexual assault from occurring."
Sexual assault is a term used tc
refer to a number of legally defined
sexual offenses. According to the
Qhio Revised Code, sexual assault
involves nonconsensual sexual conduct and/or sexual contact.
Sexual conduct is legally defined
as "the penetration by vaginal intercourse, anal intercourse or oral intercourse."
Sexual contact is "the touching of
an erogenous zone of another —
including but not limited to the
thigh, genitals, buttocks, pubic
region or female breast — for the
purpose of sexually arousing or grat-

Gospel Choir celebrates
30th anniversary with song
IRENE SHARON SCOTT

"We want to bring
people together to
think of what they
take for granted. Let
people know that
their world is more
diverse than they
might think and to
open their eyes."

ifying either person involved."
These are acts of violence, anger
and power — not sexual need or
gratification. Assailants are motivated by a need to control and dominate others. Sexual assaults are
crimes against another person carried out in a sexual way.
BGSU's CASO said that sexual
offenses may take many different
forms, but no matter what, it is a
crime to have any unwanted sexual
contact with another person.
The American College Health
Association conducted national surveys and the following are the
results:
Four of five women who are victims of sexual assault know their
attackers.
Forty-two percent of women in
one study said they had been victims
of sexual coercion while dating in
college. Of those women, 70 percent
did not seek help
Women are most likely to report
sexual assault if their assailant is a
stranger rather than an acquaintance,
and they are more likely to report
completed rape than attempted rape.
Over two-thirds of men involved
in sexual assault at one university
had been drinking at the time of the
incident, as well as half of the
female victims.
CASO formed the Sexual Awareness Month Planning Committee.
The committee made of students,
faculty and community members
have planned the following events in
• See AWARENESS, page 7.
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SING SING SING — The University Gospel Choir celebrates its 30th anniversary by singing praises to God Sunday.
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■ The baseball
team goes 3-0 to
open the
Mid-American Conference season.
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e World
In Brief
: 78 killed, 12,500 stranded in
i Sri Lanka
COLOMBO. Sri Lanka (AP) —
Fierce fighting between government
; troops and Tamil rebels over a
strategic causeway in Sri Lanka left
78 fighters dead and thousands of
Residents stranded, a senior official
id Sunday
K Sbanmuganathan. the highestkin^ civil official ir the Jaffna
ininsula, said more than 12.500
>ple living near the Elephant Pass
causeway were (rapped as they tried
TO nee the Pallai area. 180 miles
iJiOrth of the capital. Colombo.
'"We are discussing (the situation)
the International Committee of
Red Cross and other organizations, but because of the shelling it is
ifficult to enter the area." he told
e Associated Press.

Serbs to participate in Kosovo government
THE ASSOCIATHI) PRESS

RACANICA, Yugoslavia —
Kosovo's Serbs pledged to take part
in the province's interim U.N. government yesterday in an effort to
picss Western governments to do
more-to help refugees return and
stop ongoing ethnic violence against
Serbs.
The Serb National Council's
decision to send representatives as
observers came despite the absence
of the most radical Serbs, who boycotted the session at a 16th century
monastery five miles from Kosovo's
capital of Prislma.
"The international community
will help us to help them implement
the peace agreement." said Father
Sava Janjic, one of the Serb leaders
who will become an observer.

Janjic described the decision as a
"turning point'* in relations between
(he Serbs and the U.N. adminis(raramid, tomb discoveries
(ors who run Kosovo, suggesting
ICMRp, Egypt (AP) — French \ that the Serbs expect the West to
lhaeologists have discovered the reward their concession with help in
nains of a 4.000-year-old queen's security, housing and the return of
framid south of Cairo, complete
III) texts of special prayers previpsly found only with kings.

Egyptologists announce new

The finding was one of several
nnounccd at the Eighth Internation(ongress of Egyptologists, a
eeklong conference that ends
bday and has drawn some 1.500
archaeologists to Cairo
I The French team, led by Jean
Leclant. uncovered the foundation
itoncs March 25 in Sakkara. an
ancient royal cemetery about 20
miles south of Cairo. The pyramid
belonged to Queen Ankh-sn-Pepi.
the «ite of King Pcpi 1.
The archaeologists dug into the
queen's burial chamber and found a
stone bearing pyramid texts, or special prayers to protect the dead and
ensiuc sustenance in the afterlife.

refugees.
"We are at the door." Janjic said.
"We need the door to be opened a
bit."
Some 200.000 Serbs are estimated to have fled attacks leveled in
revenge for Milosevic's 18-month
crackdown on ethnic Albanian militants. NATO peacekeepers swept in
after a 78-day air bombardment to
end Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic's repressive tactics.
Yesterday's decision follows
Western pressure on Kosovo's Serb
leaders to take a more active political role in arguing their concerns.
The top U.N. administrator for
the province. Bernard Kouchner.
described the move as "courageous."
"Now the real work can start on
setting up the administration of
Kosovo." he said. "This decision
gives us a real possibility of building
an united and tolerant society."

Associated Press Photo
KOSOVO — Ethnic Albanian woman and a girl, walk between rows of barbed wire as they cross
the eastern bridge, from the northern Serb-dominated, to the southern ethnic Albanian-dominated part of Kosovska Mitrovica, in the Yugoslav province of Kosovo.

Congo rebels accuse Kabila's army of fresh attacks
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KIGALI. Rwanda —As Congo slides back
into war. Congolese rebels yesterday said they
had killed at least 20 government troops in
fresh attacks by President Laurent Kabila's
army.
Rebel spokesman Kin-Kiey Mulumba said
the Rwandan-backed rebels had fought off
government attacks at Maloba and Kisele in
southern, diamond-rich Kasai Province,
killing 17 soldiers and capturing one. The
fighting last week also left five rebels wounded, two of them in critical condition in a hospital in the eastern rebel stronghold of ('•• m.i
"We're fighting every day. There is no

cease-fire." Mulumba said on telephone from
Goma.
Despite a peace accord last August between
Kabila and the rebels, fighting has resumed in
Congo, frustrating efforts by the United
Nations to deploy 5.500 U.N. cease-lire
observers and troops to protect them.
So far. more than 100 U.N. observers have
been deployed in both govcrnment-and rcbclcontrojled Congo. But U.N. officials have
warned that additional deployment will not be
possible unless fighting ends.
The peace accord was signed by rebel supporters Rwanda and Uganda, as well as Zimbabwe. Angola and Namibia, who back Kabila According to (he deal, a cease-fire is sup-

posed to be followed by the withdrawal of foreign troops from Congo and the disarmament
of Rwandan and Burundian Hutu militia fighting alongside Kabila's army.
Meanwhile, the government set May 10 as
the date for elections, the first since Kabila
took power by force in 1997. He currently
rules without a legislature.
Interior
Minister
Gaetan
Kakudji
announced the date at a ceremony Saturday
launching a five-member government office
(hat will organize the vote. Kabila has said the
300-mcmber body will involve the Congolese
people in running the country and its defense,
but he has not specified its powers and functions.

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
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• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

The major opposition parties, however,
have said they want nothing to do with the
new assembly. They said (he move is an
al(emp( to bypass a national dialogue on
Congo's political future.
Kabila was expected Monday at an
African-European summit in Cairo, together
with Zimbabwe's President Robert Mugabe
and Angola's Jose Eduardo dos Santos.
African and European foreign ministers meeting before (he summit agreed that there would
be no specific mention of Africa's various conflicts, although they did agree to promote conflict resolution.
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(DAMNIT)

communication.
(Warning:

Yeah, I didn't know about

it,

•Attend

Truth. " Then see Mike. 'Nuff said.
(This section was paid for by the

someone." This may take a little

Week panels

more

kneecaps and/or an interloper, but

You don't have to be a Journalism/Communications
major
to

such obstacles can be overcome.)

peruse the lectures and panels this

•Talk to your professors

cial to students of all majors.

Website had a link to the Communications Week Web page, otherwouldn't

Week.

usually

this week to let them know that you

Hall). Whoever did publicity for

sometimes attend their classes.

Communications

fact, get a class field trip

should

heavily consider attending one of
the

PR

discussions.

And

certain

on

campus

"Contacting

organizations

and

Negotiating

with Media Organizations" (Tues-

campus,

day, 9:30 a.m., 303 Ed. Building).

favorite

You know who you are.

cam-

•See Michael Moore

The Real World? Please. A lot

look

at an

average

classroom at BG: the guy next to

of hype, very little substance and
damn... Puck was one ugly S.O.B.

me is usually more interested in a

to
a

Moby?

While

the

appearance of Moby is slightly tit-

an forest" than he is about short-

illating,

term economic projections.

MTV. Ugh.

Use

to

&

five-letter word for "Shakespeare-

•Gather up the courage to menthat "certain someone"

Bush

this week

to reverse the

this

concert

Moore.

Moore's

favorite) section in The BG News,

will

what

and submit a few articles, columns

years to come.

Write

of

be

we

keynote
talk

for

can sometimes be hindered when

talk to all The BG News employ-

this paper right now—

(he intended receiver possesses the

ees.

opposite set of chromosomes.

hug.

a

(Hey! Excuse me! I meant after
this paragraph!)

though.

—run to Video Spectrum, rent

bravado for you. Gather up your

Flood the mailboxes of The Gavel.

"Roger <t Me, " "Pels." "Canadi-

pluck and voice your interests in

The Obsidian and any other publi-

an Bacon" and "The Big One." If

that man/woman who has caught

cations you know of. Come in to

they're out, find the name of the

your interest and sent your heart

the offices of WFAL. WBGU-FM

into your digestive track.

If you

and Channel 24 while they're on

fail, don't let yourself loll in the

the air. Commence to hold a loud

doldrums You've got six days and

and involved conversation with the
broadcaster. Just make sure the

almost 20.000 people

Don't

Eventually,

someone should reciprocate your

USG

limit

yourself,

If they try to

avoid you. dog their footsteps until
you

catch

up

with

them.

Give

everybody a hug.
(Warning:

The

Benevolent

Page 3* Editor takes no responsibility

for

any

restraining orders

that result from this endeavor.)
•Voice

your

thoughts

to

the'

administration
This is a campus for the stuof

the

students,

by

the

to see things

through their perspective. Pick an
administrator and shadow him/her
throughout the week.
To get a sense of what goes on.
have a campfire just outside the
boardroom during a meeting. Do a
performance art piece expressing
your innermost feelings about the
bursar,

class

scheduling,

tuition

and other administrative aspects of
BGSU.
(Note: Please try to be creative.
When using your third digit, dress
it up with a piece of red tape )

You will be a loser if you don't
see Michael Moore. In fact, fold up

Give your favorite editor

Shake the hand of every student
you pass on campus

speech

about

as

Let this be a week of unabashed

letters-to-the-editor.

part

many as possible, and stop in to

ability

or

is

No, this semester is the time for

roles. Pick your favorite (or least

•Get to know all 20,000 BGSU
students

administrators. Try

campus comes from student publiJust

Moore Ad Agency.)
Ijutl ID use his lawyer! read llui. thai bit
sentence wai a joke 1

dents,

What will be this semester's
"big event''"

missing next week.

Unfortunately,

Week

West

Most of our information on this

my body will most likely turn up

to communicate

your

pus publication

one follows these tips to the letter,

person's

panel

be worth

numerous

•Patronize your

I

communication.

appreciate

Trust me, it will

cations.

dedicated

your professors

Ethics"

really need to attend the conference

surely

breaking the

Enjoy, and remember: if every-

Your pet rock could attend the
(Wednesday. 2:30 p.m.. 121

city, state and federal fire codes.

tion possibilities.

week

aren't even

"Journalism

tion.

tips to improve your communica-

a "certain something"

you

professors are, but take the time

have provided these seven handy

a

broken

Communications

unnamed

To help you to make the most of

is

as

the

They'll

have

been even better).

This

such

ill-

aggressive attitude towards educa-

hadn't written this, it would have

tion

have an

during their individual office hour.

written this handy guide (and if I

Communications

planning,

together to visit

here. It's a good thing Mr. Moore's

your

may

awake to know who many of your

In

ness about Michael Moore being

probably

of

timed "attachmem" to a "certain

Yes,

either, except for that whole busi-

I

objects

person who has it, and swipe them.
Buy the books. Watch "The Awful

affection

week. They can be equally benefi-

IT'S COMMUNICATIONS
WEEK!

wise

Some

I in not tell any of the

above parties that I sent you.)

your

HOORAY!

(Note:

.

ACROSS

If you have the urge to communicate with J. Michael Bestul, he
can be found wherever Michael
Moore is today. Otherwise, put
some symbols on a computer
screen and send them here:
best @ bgnet. bgsu

Classic Model of Communication
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Ohio weather
Monday, Apr. 3
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

microphones are live.

ELECTION

Receiver

Sender

IT'S ALL ABOUT THE APATHY...
Appalled and amused by the extremely pathetic voter turnout for the USG elections, the People of Page 3* desired to know why undergrads
didn't vote. Feeling highly motivated, we decided to poll every ondergrad, or at least the ones we could get a hold of.
The results are shocking and insightful. We've printed the questions and the answers we received, as well as how people responded when
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we prodded (hem further. Needless to say, we've become very sick of the diallone. Read on...

So, uh, why didn't you vote?
"Didn't get around to it."

"(didn't know enough
about the candidates."
!

abou,lhe

Why didn't you get j Really? Didn't you
around to it?
notice all the
coverage?
"I was, uh, sucked into a
time-warp...missing
time... thing... uh...
(click) {dialtone}"

"I. think voting is useless. I.
didn't like anything I saw.
Besides, my vote wouldn't
have made a difference."

i
I

"Umm... I'm illiterate.
{click} {dialtone!"

i 'There was an election?"
i
i
j

You're going to be !
the one complaining i
the loudest about j
i USG, aren't you?
j

"Yup...
{click) (dialtone)"
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R-E-S-P-E-C-T for diversity PEOPLE
on the street

Every time I think this has gone
away and I can comfortably ignore
it, it rears its ugly head and crawls
under my skin once again. It started
with the attack against gay and lesbian people last semester with the
Vision function that was intended to
raise awareness and educate people
about alternative lifestyles.
I wondered at the time how people in a liberal, enlightened community could display such overt hostility toward people who had neither
threatened nor wronged anyone. I
dismissed it as an isolated incident
unrepresentative of the attitudes and
beliefs of the campus community as
a whole.
Over the past couple of weeks, a
controversy has arisen over the propriety of Bush and Moby performing on campus and whether these
bands best represent the musical
tastes of everyone at BG. Along
with this has been the controversy
over a minority candidate for USG
effectively representing the interests
of all of the students at BG.
The answer to both questions is
no. No one person or thing can suit
everyone. But the issue doesn't
really have anything to do with student government or concerts. It has
to do with bigotry and racism.
For those who don't feel that
Bush represents diverse tastes in
music and for those who ridicule
others seeking more diverse choices,
you need to understand that the
Bush concert has more to do with
money than it does with musical
diversity.
This concert may be UAO's last
gasp or it may be its savi'ng grace.
UAO is broke and needs to find a
way to involve the most students
possible in a campus activity and to
assure itself of recovering its
expenses and putting away a few
dollars for other activities. This is
the purpose of UAO's existence.

1 r'j .. A. aC-g

Guest Columnist
This event is, financially, low risk
because it will be popular and
patronized by a large number of BG
students and the community.
If this event is a financial success
and UAO commits itself to managing its money properly, the possibility exists for all kinds of other UAO
sponsored events that focus on more
diverse entertainment preferences.
As for student elections, congratulations to Marcos and Becca. I didn't vote for you but I'm perfectly
comfortable with you at the helm of
USG. You waged a fair and thorough campaign and I have no misgivings about your sincerity or
integrity in leading USG.
My choice of candidates had
nothing to do with you being Latino
candidates because to me you were
just candidates. I think you had the
second best platform so I voted for
the candidates who I believed had
the best platform. There has been,
and will be further outcry over
whether you two will adequately
represent the best interests of the
student population; but to debate the
issue after the election is pointless.
You got the most voles.
You won.
So for those of you who are pissing and moaning about Latinos representing a predominantly white student body and fretting over whether
minority interests will be disproportionately represented, too bad.
Of the people who voted, more
voted for Marcos and Becca than
any of the other candidates. It may
be because these candidates had the
most universal appeal to the campus
population or it may be because a
minority population of students sup-

> — a. we^fclU *£

ported their preferred candidates by
organizing and mobilizing to assure
that they squeezed as many votes
possible from as many students as
possible.
Is this unfair? Hell no. Campus
bigots could have organized and
mobilized and could have accomplished the same thing.
Did you do that? Did you even
vote?
Now I want to address those of
you who feel that "the diversity crap
on this campus is getting old."
Where the hell do you think you
are? This is an institution of higher
learning. Did you learn to hate
diversity here at BG? Does BG
make white people here feel
oppressed because it exposes us to
diversity and tries to teach us to
value living in a diverse community?
If we. who make up an overwhelming majority of the campus
population, feel oppressed because
diversity is being crammed down
our throats, how do you think minority students feel enduring our agenda and tolerating our racism and bigotry? I wouldn't feel oppressed. I'd
feel downright intimidated.
For those of you who shaie the
views of the writer in Friday's BG
News who suggested that minorities
go to schools and live in communities made up of their own kind. I
have a similar suggestion. You
could go to schools and live in communities of other narrow-minded,
xenophobic bigots and all of the
people who chose to come to BG
can stay here.
You would undoubtedly feel
more comfortable and I wouldn't
have to tolerate your ignorance and
racism. 1 have to warn you though.
When you leave your sheltered
white world and go out into the real
world, you're going to find tons of
people with all different colors of

]L<&t ter K"t••*€m>-Eflitor

Greatness lies in cooperation
I would like to inform Mr. Ray
Dawson of a few things that he
wrote about in his letter to the editor,
on March 31. Now, some of the
things stated. I do agree with, and
yes. I am a multicultural student!
First. I would like to clear the air.
that not all students (not just multicultural students) are not very happy
with Bush and Moby coming to
BGSU.
I on the other hand, am quite
excited, and think that it will be
good for the University.
Mr. Dawson. I feel that you are
ignorant of the point trying to be
made by the multicultural students
on this campus.
The point trying to be made by
most, is that we should try being
more diverse, by being respectful for
one another, and cooperating together to make this campus great for
everyone.
Hmmm....Mr. Dawson. have you
ever read the core values for the
University? If not, maybe you
should sometime soon. If not. you
are going to hear a mouthful from
more than the minorities on this
campus.
Have you ever been the minority
in any situation? How about this,
why don't YOU transfer to Grambling? Why don't you go take classes at Toledo, which you state in your
letter "has lovely areas and Jeep
Parkway for which diversity can be
attained?"
Maybe you should go there to
expand your mind, and face the reality of this world. Maybe YOU
should think before you write
homie.
I would love to see vou attend a

Black Student Union. Latino Student Union or Vision meeting. Then
you would face the reality of being a
minority that a lot of us face daily.
Here is what I think. I don't think
that you could handle being in a
minority situation.
If you could, you obviously
would not be this ignorant of the
world around you.
I personally invite you to attend
one of these organizations. Although
you have implied negative statements upon these organizations, if
you were to attend, each one would
treat you as they treat everyone else.
With open arms, and an open
mind.
Lastly, by your last statement. I
think you were drunk when you
wrote this. You talk about minorities complaining? Maybe, you
should take a step back and look in
the mirror.
By using the last statement that
you did in your letter, it states that
you are so insecure about yourself
that you have to be drunk to deal
with what us logical people call
"The Real World." and I don't mean
MTV style either.
I am not trying to bash you; I am
a better person than that. However. I
would like it if others or I will open
your eyes to what this world is really like. Bowling Green is a wonderful place to be. if you make it one.
Maybe you should try to make it
one.
Take advantage of all the wonderful things offered, and the won-derful people here. Some day. they
may make a difference in your life
and the way you live.
Natalie Salazar
salanat@bgnet.bgsu cilu
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Respect leads to understanding
First of all. Mr. Dawson. I would
like to say that as an African-American brother on this campus, I don't
really agree with all the dissension
caused by this Bush and Moby stuff
I don't have a clue who these guys
are and am not interested in them at
this point in time, but I don't think
that it deserves all of this, you
know?
So from that stand point. I agree
with you.
On the other hand, there were a
few things that you wrote in your
letter that were not reflective of the
wisdom that I know you have. I can
understand you're getting upset, but
there is a respectful way to get that
across. Blatantly mocking someone
else's culture by twisting im their
slang is not the best way to get them
to listen to what you have to say.
And if you're going to do that, at
least keep up-to-date with your
usage of it. Most of the slar.g you
employed in your letter was seriously out-of-dau;.
Also, there is. by no means, any
hostility toward this event. Even if
you were convinced that what was
said was indeed out of hostility, you
need to know that that supposed
hostility was not toward 'white
bands.' It's not about that.
The simple fact is this: If the
organizing committee made any real
attempt at learning about what
groups we minorities prefer. Bush
and Moby would not have been on
the list, because most of us have
never heard of them.
Of course we know that there
wasn't a mob of KKK members on
the committee conspiring against us
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skin, who speak different languages,
come from different backgrounds,
have different sexual preferences,
and have different values than your
own.
You're really going to hate that
unless you learn a thing or two about
dealing with it now while you're at
BG. But if you're absolutely resolute about your contempt for
minorities, why not legitimize your
position by organizing and mobilizing and making some bonafide statement about your views: because
expressing your hatred and bigotry
within the framework of political
behavior is much more preferable
than just being a whiney ass.
There are plenty of fascist organizations such as the Skinheads and
Ku Klux Klan that would embrace
your views. Or if you feel that
strongly about the way things are,
you could form your own campus
chapter of some neo-Nazi organization. And if all goes well with the
Bush concert, you may even get
some funding from UAO.
I'm proud to be a BG student. I
like the people I've met here, I value
what I've learned, and I like being
around people who don't look like
me or think like me
I respect the right everyone has to
their opinion and I respect their right
to express it. But call me narrowminded. I'm disturbed by people
who. by their words and actions,
express contempt for other people
because of their skin color, nationality, sexual preference or for any reason other than who they are as
human beings.
That sickens and disgusts me.
Steve Weaver is a BG News guest
columnist. He can be contacted at
weave @ accnorwalk. com
concerning this concert. The problem is not offense, but negligence.
Bottom line. That is not hostility.
That is simple fact.
I'd also like to address your
resentment concerning the Obsidian.
Keep this statement in mind: Problack doesn't not mean anti-white. I
would suggest that you sign up for
ETHN 120 — Intro to Black Studies, (aught by Dr. Jack Taylor.
I guarantee that you will learn a
lot about what's going on with our
country as far as race goes. It's a real
eye-opener.
The Obsidian is not trying to
work against whites. It's simply
speaking for itself with its own
voice. The truth is Mr. Dawson. The
BG News, with all of its qualities,
does not effectively deal with most
of the issues that minorities face.
Now. I'm not trying to point a hateful finger at The BG News.
That is the simple truth, because,
like you said, this school is 90 percent white. So we have taken initiative and created our own avenue of
communication with this campus.
And as far as your racist argument
goes again, let me inform you of one
thing: The leader and editor of the
Obsidian is white.
As you can look around and see,
America is rapidly changing. It is
much more diverse than it used to
be. and a university of this caliber
should be reflective of the country
that it helps to educate.
This school will not be 90 percent
white forever. Mr. Dawson. This is
an era of change and improvement,
and that should definitely continue
on this campus, as well as every
other campus in the world. Think
about it. Ar.d finally, think before
you write, brother. Sincerely, with
love
Khary Jackson
kharyja@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Question: How would you define sexual assault?

Janet Richie
Sophomore
Family and consumer Sc. Ed.
"Anything one part
ner to the other
which is forced or
unwanted."

Erin Sihimmocller
Sophomore
Public Relations
.'Any unwanted
forced sexual act
^.cn another person."

~l

s
Amanda Ireland
Sophomore
Social Work
"When somebody
stops over a line
that they should

IJ

not." 1

Ryan Mcknight
Junior
Physical Education
"When someone has|
' sexual relations
with another who
doesn't want to."

Defining diversity

There are times when I think that
the eyes of BGSU students are more
slanted than my own. The eyes of
University students are strained,
stretched out to shutdown, molded
narrow by their brains. This must be
the case, because students are upset
because UAO ain't tryin' to holla' at
'em. Or are students getting mad at
the sight of the word diversity. Wait,
I could be all wrong — it might be
the fact that Marcos Popovich and
Becca Nieto will harm the integrity
and image of Bowling Green's bianco campus.
Maybe that first comment about
slanted eyes was out-of-line. Maybe
it's even racist — wouldn't that be
tunny. Or is it actually my wish to
have the entire campus take a
change of perspective — to see this
University the way I see it.
Follow me for a second. Have
any of you actually taken the time to
examine a Monet painting — specifically, a painting called Floating Ice?
I did, examining the painting up
close. Floating Ice looked like a blob
of different shades of blues. Its pink,
orange and red shades blurred into
each other. Visually. I clumped
everything together without paying
attention to any detail such as texture, brushstrokes or artistic intent.
In essence I couldn't see it clearly,
so I stepped back from myself to
look at the whole picture — only
then could I appreciate the complexity of the painting. Do you now see
the painting? Do you now see the
University?

"Diversity" isn't about lumping
African-Americans and Latinos
together, with a side-order of AsianAmericans and calling us multicultural. We are not a McDonald's
Happy Meal. We are BGSU students. We are not just defined by
color and when I look at that statement. I see the fault in it. I don't
speak on their behalf. I don't speak
on your behalf. I speak on my own
as I say. "It's not a black and white
issue. It's not a race issue!"
So what is the issue? It's about
students wanting to be heard. Students that don't want to be identified
by what they study. They don't want
to known just for their abilities.
They don't want to be known by
their POO numbers alone. Students,
like yourselves, that just warn to be
heard for a second. For a moment,
they don't want to be just a shade —
they want to be seen for their
humanity, their inner art.
Bush/Moby are coming, but people aren't really complaining that
they are coming to town like the
KKK. The fact is that people are
asking, "Hey. wouldn't it be crazy if
Jay-Z. DMX or Juvenile came'"
The fact is that people are asking.
"Hey. what if Jennifer Lopez was
coming, and wouldn't it be crazy if
that lady was wearing her Grammy
dress too?" People can still wonder.
They can still dream about it. They
are still allowed to say what if —
aren't they?
But what do I know? I'm just
another Asian-American looking at
this through slanted eyes. I'm just
another minority. I'm just another
student with a POO number, but I still
talk for myself. Like all of you that
have written in. you are all talking
for yourselves and speaking out. It's
about being heard, it's not just a
white and black issue — but at
times, don't you wish it was that
simple?
David Tran is The BG News
Opinion Editor. He can be contacted
at iraii@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Riding center benefits local handicapped
KIMBERLY DUPPS

humans have when they walk."
The gait of the horse also stimulates the movement of the rider's
pelvis, which is very important to
Individuals who are physically or someone who is physically chaldevelopmentally challenged have a lenged.
place to attain a higher self-esteem
The riders also experience emoand a higher level of self-confitional benefits in addition to the
dence, as well as have fun.
physical benefits.
Vail Meadows Therapeutic Rid'They have a much higher selfing Center in Oregon. Ohio, opened
in August 1998 to enhance the qual- esteem." Shinaver said. "Particiity of life for special needs individu- pants have a much better outlook on
life; they want to come here."
als by offering riding sessions.
In order for individuals to particThe cost of a session is $180. but
often the costs are covered by group ipate in the program, they need to
homes and support groups, accord- have the consent of a physician and
ing to Robyn Shinaver, assistant a diagnosis. There is no age limit on
who can participate, but the
director of the Center.
In a six-week session, partici- youngest age the program can serve
pants will meet one hour per week to is a one-year-old.
The variety of ages at the center
work with the ponies and three quaryields different reactions and goals
ter-horses that the facility owns.
"They have one lesson a week for from the participants.
an hour. The one hour session will
'They have different goals for
include tacking and grooming, an themselves, depending on their
exercise portion, an activity portion age," Shinaver said. 'The older they
and then untacking," Shinaver said. get, especially around their teens,
"It depends on the capability of the they want to be able to do it on their
students; it is based on their skill own. The adults have a wide variety
level."
of goals when they come here."
Despite differences in the skill
The goals that riders have are
levels of each rider, many of the also dependent on their reasons for
same benefits result.
participating in the program. Riders
"It strengthens the muscles and can be in the program for either
helps with the actual support of the recreational therapy or medical therspine." Shinaver said. "The gait of apy, which is prescribed by a physi(he horse mimics the gait that cian.
STAFF WRITER

Winless team
disbands after
coaches sued
for lousy play
i HI A.SSO" IAIED PRESS
BRUNSWICK. Ohio — A win
less youth baseball team that v.as so
bad the father of a player sued the
coaches has disbanded.
'
"My heart isn't in it anymore
said Rodney Carroll, manager o! the
16 and -under Cobras team based in
this Cleveland suburb.
Carroll, who got the lawsuii
thrown out. and fellow coach Dennis
Moore, who has coached for 23
years, agreed to disband the team in
the aftermath of the lawsuit ordeal

EQUESTRIAN AID - A few volunteers and their riders pose with the Vail Meadows horse helpers.
ers who are responsible for the riders' safety while the class is in session. Suc,h volunteers must be at
least 14 years of age. They do not
need a riding background, but they
are required to go through a training
program.

The 125 riders currently enrolled
in the program are also aided by volunteers.
There are 270 active volunteers at
Vail Meadows. 125 of whom arc
involved in the riding sessions.
There are several types of volunteer positions within the riding facility. Some volunteers are side walk-

Horse leaders, another type of
volunteer, arc required to have riding background and to be extremely

comfortable with horses. They need
to be 16 years of age. but that age
can fluctuate depending on the experience of the volunteer.
There are other volunteers that
help in the barn or with office duties.
Those who want to be volunteers
at Vail Meadows Therapeutic Riding
Center can call |4I9] 697-8960

Charles Settles, whose son
Kevin, played on the team, sued
Carroll for $2,000 after last year's
winless season. Settles said the team
played so poorly that his son missed
out on a trip to Florida to compete in
a tournament.
Medina Municipal Court Magistrate Charles Lawrie dismissed the
case. "What youth players should
know is this: In life, as in sports, you
will try and you will sometimes
fail." Lawrie said

—r-r—

—THE CONGRESSIONAL REPORT—
CONGRESSMAN PAUL GILLMORE

Rainbow Daze
MONDAY, APRIL 3

The federal government opposes
most types of discrimination, but
ironically, in one area, taxes on
working couples, the government
does discriminate. The federal government forces working couples to
pay higher taxes simply because
they are married.
This flaw in our tax code, called
the Marriage Penalty Tax. is flat
wrong. This year. Congress is going
to provide marriage penalty relief to
25 million working couples, allowing them to keep more of their own
hard-earned money to spend on their
families and their dreams.
With one of our first votes in this
session. Congress will pass marriage
penalty tax reform. The President
has proposed only very limited relief
in the marriage penalty, but we, in
Congress, believe hard working couples deserve more than what he proposed.
How are married couples affected by the marriage penalty?
Because those 25 million couples

iWi ',Win & TV"-"-? Sp*"*0**
' lori Gotts & JJohn Wourk
'Jamie C°«* & Mam Ward
Apne qXUcr & 3cott (TJrnholiI
^annon <RUfdv St ^ared freeman
Apf 'Havs & G«g &»<ar
Apt 'Oogdei & lM*r !Mrti«"-l<*
Jackie Joke** &9»«rc iMprcttl
'Erin Glfe" & S*"f cyorrnct
Sam 'Ko(o«la £. 'Pnuf iRasotrlll
^Jcnna 1'iimpliril Jl iMflnl Sunumaran
Stcptianlt 'KpjMcevtc Si John <%\cc
,4(lson 'KJoot Ji cjoson gbrsok
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Sluctc Qonway St 'HolTand' G«f
i,Mfln*ty Qfa1er Si Jon l^indorj
Jessica < JrftolJ Si'Ed 'Kurr^mun

are married, and because they filed a
joint income tax return, they were in
turn pushed into a higher tax bracket. This means higher taxes and less
money in their pockets simply
because they decided to get married
and start a family. Right now. married working couples pay an average
of $1,400 a year more in taxes than
two single people earning the same
sal.uics.'l Ins is a significant amount
of money. Over the span of a decade,
that money would pay for a family
car. a college education or the down
payment on a new home. The point
is that families should make those
decisions based on their individual
needs and should have more of their
own money in order to finance those
decisions.
Consider this example: a husband
and wife each earn $30,500 for a
total income of $61,000. If you take
out their personal exemptions and
their
standard
deductions
of
$11,800, the couple's taxable
income is $49,200. This income
level places the couple into the 28
Sara (TJrrwer Si <D«an (B°t|ner
'Krjsiv^ i,MfOnocn & <Dtt^ <^wson
>X$1 Ot Si TJrlan Salem
'KrJH glevens & Mron ^romm
<Erlca "Dajflett Si Apr 3fjXastcr
jjracl <D '.Morris Si C™lj flrmuv
Sharon 'Dorofca Si'Krji Sokccfcl
.\j\ i.,m 'Harris Si • Hi-lun Watts
'Krjsten 9eron Sl<K£rtn CTJowstr
•Heather Canlor Si •JV'lan ^homos
gbrrle Saunifcrs SilMlke <£ffal
-^IWapfifJtRlMulh
'Heather <Hemple Si 9"f hauler
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Glngrr Surgeon S> qjryi 5JaHe
'EmU-j iHarrls Si AP™" 'B'1"'
'Heather tpttcn/oril &£Joe 'Jvons
Brooke iMphaJrr Si cJom "Xrfwson

percent lax bracket In this tax
bracket, their total tax bill is $8. 563.
or $4,281.50 each. On the other
hand, if the couple simply lived
together but not married or they
were divorced, they would get a lax
break from the federal government.
As individual filers, each earning
$30,500 and subtracting their individual exemptions and deductions of
$6,550 each, their taxable income
would be $23,950 for each. At this
income level, each would be taxed
in the lower 15 percent marginal tax
bracket, and each would have a tax
bill of $3,592. Therefore, the married couple would pay an additional
$1,378 an income tax.
Like many in Congress. I have'
been long opposed to the marriage
penalty. I think it is long overdue
that working couples got relief from
this unfair burden and the marriage
penalty was eliminated. In fact. I
voted for the marriage penalty relief
measure passed by Congress last
year. Unfortunately, it was later
vetoed by the president. Hopefully.

with his newfound support of eliminating the marriage penally, the
president will sign this year's bill.
Penalizing working couples simply because they are married is inexcusable. A recent survey indicates
that in the Fifth District alone more
than 63.000 couples are penalized
each year by the marriage penally. In
fact our district has the highest number of penalized couples of any congressional district in Ohio. In (his
era of revenue surpluses, we should
provide the hard-working families
of Northwest Ohio and across the
country with much-deserved relief
from this unfair tax inequity.
As always. I welcome your views
on the marriage penalty tax or other
federal government issues. Please
feel free to contact me at: Congressman Paul E. Gillmore. 1203 Longworth House Office Building. Washington. D.D. 20515. In addition, you
may contact my office, toll-free, at
1-800-541-6446. or by e-mail mail
through
my
web
page
at
www.house.gov/gillmore.

Before It's too Intel
Check out th« summer
calilog tor a complete
lilting ol BGSU's
course optione

by William Shakespeare
April 6-8 and 12-14 at 8PM
April 9 and IS at 2PM

BGSU
• I ,ii n credits for
graduation

For online information on summer
deadlines, dates and registration
information see
Awwbgsu edu'coiieges/ContEdrruml/
summer html
'
nevcoot 70H03OO

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5
National Day of Silence
Vow of Silence
8:00am-5:00pm, Campus-wide
Silence Sit-in
Clocktower Mall
Breaking The Silence Panel
FRIDAY, APRIL 7
Semi .Formal Prom
'How Do You Talk to an Angel?"
9:00pm-2:00am.
Harshman Community Suite
Charge: $5 per person

THURSDAY, APRIL 6
Film Ma Vie En Rose
(My Life in Pink)
7:00-9:00pm.Olscamp219
Transgender Issues Panel and
Film Discussion
9:00pm. Olscamp 219

\Ecm
v is ion

For More Information, Call Vision at 372.0555

forget-fMe-^t formal
Qaturda-£ Apr\l 1. 2000

I IK- limt' to . U-I.n Is over!
th* tlmo tit (lcl.iv Is over*
the time to elol.iS is o\ei'

STAR-90
372.8966

GLSE.N Speaker Kevin Jennings
7:00pm, Education Bldg 115

TUESDAY, APRIL 4
Rainbow Cabaret—music readings,
skits and more!
9:00pm, Honors Center
(Kreischer Quad)

Jen <Deimls Si cTr'7 i.V"aYnhall
,4/tn <TJa!tlnocr SlApron Jones
<^lco(e iMpssmann Si 'Darin Honmun
Shannon ij^uvc Si ffff TjowOna,
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CJaura ^opswav Si ^jack 'TJevrlcndl
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Jamie <Brun*uiB> Si Ar*t Al1
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BGSU Theatre Department
Don't waste another second! Presents Romeo & Juliet

To register call

Rainbow Rally featuring
"LIVE HOMOSEXUAL ACTS!!!"
10:00am-4:00pm. Oocktower Mall

• Learn a new skill
• Enrich your life

Tickets:
Adults:
Students/Senior Citizens:
$5

«<-«-0-4»-

Registerfor Bowling
Green State
University's summer
courses today
For more information call
Continuing Education. International and
Summer Programs 419 372 8181

Showing at Eva Marie
Saint Theatre,
University Hall

HEATRE

To reserve seats,
call 372-2719

STUDENT TRAVEL
Cheaper than Tuition...
more fun than Body Piercing
Student ID s

Eurail Passes

Travel Insurance

Beds on a Budget

Special Student Airfares

Adventure Holidays

Round The World Journey

Great Travel Products
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ENTERTAINMENT
www. bgnews.com/now

Creed rocks Glass Cityj'High Fidelity:' Winning,
LISA BETTINGER
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Friday night the Toledo Sports
Arena was rock heaven. Not one, but
three bands; Creed, Sevendust, and 3
Doors Down, took the stage for a
sold- out show.
Creed was the band that most of
the audience came to see. For the
most part Creed delivered a very solid
set. The beginning and finale were
strong but the performance became
thin in the middle when the band performed lesser known songs.
The highlights of Creed's set came
when they delivered the big hits. The
live version of "What's This Life
For" put the recorded version to
shame. The band's two song encore
included the hits "Higher" and
"One." They kept the audience from

BEN FRENCH/ The BG Nem
TREMONTI — Guitarist Mark
Tremonti rocks out in Toledo.

beginning to end.
Another part of Creed's live show
is the effort that lead singer Scott
Stapp puts forth. He never stopped or
slowed down. He literally tried to
reach out and touch members of the
audience. Stapp moved from one side
of the stage to another in an attempt
to let every fan know that he cared.
He even did his share of speaking
between songs as he tried to let the
audience know, "what is going on in
my mind."
Of course you can't go to a rock
show without a light show Creed had
enough pyrotechnics to make even
veteran rock fans happy. Seeing that
Creed have been touring almost nonstop for three years, it is obvious that
they know how to perform, with or
without fireworks.
3 Doors Down may have been the
lesser known band on the bill, but
they pulled their weight as well. The
band delivered a high energy set with
excellent songs. They even take the
award for Zippo moment of the night
as they performed "Be Like You."
Along with Creed they also had great
interaction with the audience.
If you love bass, Sevendust would
have made your day. When you stood
up you could feel the vibrations from
your feet clear up to your knees. Sevendust would have taken the "We
Love Toledo" award if there was one.
More than once the audience was
thanked for their longtime support of
the band. Of course with a performance as solid and energetic as they
gave, it is not hard to see why fans
like them so much. People were
screaming their lungs off when the

insightful romantic comedy
ERIK PEPPLE
ASST ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The characters in the deliriously ertertaining new romantic
comedy '"High Fidelity" are
obsessed. So obsessed with lists
thai a favorite game of theirs is
compiling top five lists about anything (from top five guys named
"Carl" lo top five songs about
death), pop culture minutiae and
most of all love. More specifically the kind of love that exists only
in pop songs and movies.
Adapted from Nick Hornby's
trenchant, indelible novel of the
same name. "High Fidelity" is the
tale of Rob Gordon (John
Cusack), owner of a failing
Chicago record store. Rob has
just broken up with what he felt
was his ideal love-the beautiful
and sardonic Laura (Danish
actress Iben Hjejle in her American film debut).
Laura is a
woman who has grown tired of
Rob's obsessed nature that has
prevented him from doing more
with his life than sit around a
record shop and make lists. She's
a woman who does not want to be
his savior, no matter how much
Rob feels she is.
The break-up is the starting
point for a re-evaluation of Rob's
life. It's not quite a mid-life crisis, after all he is only at the cusp
of 30- years-old. It is more like a
quarter-life crisis. Rob's crisis is
the kind of crisis of conscience
that leads more to anomie or displacement than to unshackling
oneself from the chains of habit
and moving on.
If that description makes
"High Fidelity" sound more serious than it may be. it's a testament
to the film's immense skill that it
manages to balance the seriousness of losing a loved one to
another person and the perils of
being a man with moments of
buoyancy and joy that have been
unparalleled in recent American
comedies.

BEN FRENCH/ The BG Newt
STAPP — Creed frontman Scott
Stapp. See color photo* at
http://www.bgD.cwi.coni/iiow
band's banner was pulled up behind
the stage.
In rock music today it is easy for a
band to forget that it was that massive
crowd that got them where they are
now. Every part of the arena was
treated like they were front row. Also,
none of the bands sucked. It's that
simple.
If there was anything bad about
the show, it was the arena itself.
Parking was a whopping $9. I have
been to shows in Detroit and parking
was less than that. Getting out of the
parking lot was rather joyous in
itself as well. There was little traffic
direction in the parking lot when the
show was over. These complaints
may be petty, but shelling out big
bucks for parking and fighting in a
traffic bloodsport can take a little
magic away from an awesome night
of music.

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

Management Inc.
Hillsdalc ApLs. 108? Fairview.
lbdrm 9 1/2 - 12 mo. Leases.
Start at $380.
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. 1 bdrm. laundry on site
Starts at $250
Call 353-581)0

/(fEfcCA

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

134 E. WoosterSt. #B:
One bedroom unfurnished
apartment. Located downtown L
above a business. Large rooms.
Resident pays all utilities.
#360.00 per month for a 12
month lease.

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St,
I bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at $400
Parkview Apt. 1048 N. Main
1 & 2 bdrm
Starts at $365
Call 353-5800

332 S. Main St. 352-5620
www.newlovcrealty.com

Slop hy ouf office jl 104S N. Main SI
for complete listing or Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.ore/-mrcca

Photo Provided
DENISE HUXTABLE? — Jack Black, Todd Louiso and John
Cusack are love-lorn, list-making record shop clerks who fawn
over folk singer Marie DeSalle (Lisa Bonet) in "High Fidelity,"
the new romantic comedy from director Stephen Frears and cowritten by Steve Pink, John Cusack and D.V. DeVincentis
"High Fidelity" the movie, like
"High Fidelity' the book, nails
what it means to be a man and
how men can both ruin and prolong relationships out of their
insecurities and uncertainties.
Unlike the nasty, pointless and
portentous black humor of an
overbaked melodrama like "Fight
Club." "High Fidelity" attaches
itself to a ray of hope that believes
that maybe as a species, men
(especially those who use pop
culture to heighten, desensitize
and define their realities) are not
so hopeless.
Much of the credit for the picture's success must be given tp
John Cusack, that most underrated of American actors. After cowriting the equally insightful
"Grosse Pointe Blank." and starring in the surreal masterpiece
"Being John Malkovich." Cusack
is an actor who can convey his
forlorn desire to be loved with an
arch of the eyebrows. And while
he still maintains his vocal
cadence that makes it seem as if
every word of dialogue is trapped
between scare quotes, it worked
beautifully in this film. Cusack's
Rob is. at times, an unlikable louthe's selfish,' needy, whiny. but
inherently good, just a misguided
man who, to paraphrase Sam &
Dave, is afraia to stand up on his
own for his fear of falling down.
However. Cusack isn't alone in
carrying the picture. The supporting cast is one of the best assembled in quite sometime. Working
together with the tightness and
ferocity of a well-oiled rock band,
they create an ensemble that's as
capable of moments of knee-slapping hilarity (the terrifically
funny confrontation with Tim
Robbins as a patchouli-soaked
nimrod) as it is moments of genuine sweetness (Todd Louiso. as
Rob's chy co-worker flirting with
Sara Gilbert is a moment of such

warmth that it radiates from the
screen). Also noteworthy is Jack
Black as a surly, musical aesthetics fascist who is excellent at conveying an anger that stems from
simply being lonely, more than ii
does true hatred.
Cusack and company have
done a superb .job of adapting
Nick Hornby's novel, retaining
both the humanity and insight that
make "High Fidelity" such a fine
piece of work. It's a movie that
exists on reservoirs of good-will
and insights into male-female
relationships that arc so accurate
it's scary. "High Fidelity" is the
kind of movie that envelopes you
in its world and lets you out of the
theater positively aglow.

Paris Texas @ Howard's
Indie rock fans and Jim Jar
musch fanatics will want to
catch I'olyvinyl recording
artists Paris Texas at
Howard's Club H Tuesday

night.

[ .1

With influences as disparate,
as jazz, punk;;post-rocK and
pop: frontman Scott Sherpe,
guitarist'. Matt'. Mangan,
Nick ZinkgraHana drummer!
Sam \im. wAc fcgetheBkol
create a unique found thai
defies any geitffc *S
Soon tt> appcai on E!'s hit
TV show !'Faf*
gency" Paris j
promotini' the;
So. You Tliint
Appearing
will be Hand Over Bytjs and
This is Forever.
The show starts Tuesday ai
10 p.m. at Howard's Club H.!

:***************>

GREEK STOCK
2000

Great Apartments Still Available for Fall 2000 At

GREENBRIAR!

7 days of Unity, Service, and Fun
All proceeds benefit the Elizabeth Glaser
Pediatric AIDS Foundation

Columbia Court Apartments

• Million Penny Drive
•Raffle
• • Sunday. April 2
Golf Outing: 11:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
• Monday, April 3
Wear Your Letters Day
Banner Day
Exchange Dinner: 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
• Tuesday. April 4
Pi-A-Greek
Greek Week Banquet: 6:00 p.m. (invite only)
• Wednesday. April 5
Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Kappa
Homerun Derby: 7:00 p.m.
• Thursday. April 6
Lip Sync: 8:00 p.m.
Chubby Bunny: 7:00 p.m.
• Friday. April 7
Community Service Day
Carnival: 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
• Saturday. April 8
Greek Olympics: 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
• Sunday. April 9
Spring Awards

$775 - $900 mo. • Close To Campus!

Mercer Manor Apartment
$775 - $850 mo. • AC, Fireplaces!

East Merry Apartments
$725 mo. • Newly Remodeled
.

■

■

Also a few spots still open at Field Manor Apartments and
Frazee Ave. Apartments. Both $625 to $675 a month. Close To Campus!

Apartments Also Available For Summer Rental!
352-0717
224 E. Wooster

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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ELECTIONS
Continued from page 1.
vote who otherwise wouldn't know
or care about USG."
Popovich also said "everybody
ran a good show."
Some candidates and observers
"expressed disappointment with this
.;year's election turnout.
;•
According to USG atlvisor Bill
.Arnold, 1551 ballots were cast in
;;ihis year's elections, a turnout of
. roughly 10 percent of undergraduate
^ students.
Results this year were counted
fusing scantron sheets rather than
^'counting the ballots by hand.

AWARENESS
At-large and off-campus representatives were also chosen in this
election.
April Childers, Anthony Jones.
Kate Newnam. Julie Salazar, Jason
Sobota, Nicholas Drake. Nick
Froslear, Jon Bragg. Nicole Hooper.
Elizabeth Mulhall. Brian Saxton and
Dalibor Hradek were elected atlarge representatives.
Jared Zivoder. Julie Rinehart, Jay
Behr. Edward Kuresman. Chris
Blazede. John Wazniak. Chris Tillman. Michael Richard, Tiffany
Campbell. Amanda Myers, Matt
Armitage and Liz Lavelle were
elected off-campus representatives.

VISION
; Continued from page 1
;• the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network, in 111 Olscamp at 7
| p.m. He will talk about the history of
> the GLBT movement, issues regard\ ing the GLBT community and the
• ways it has changed over the years.
"He is not billed as a motivational speaker, but people do get motivated through what he says." Tea. man said.
Tomorrow.
the
"Rainbow
Cabaret" will be held in the Honors
Center in Kreischer Quadrangle at 9
p.m. This event will display the core
value of creative imagination.
'The cabaret is a talent show,"
Teaman said. "Members and people
from outside the organization would
be performing. There will be musical acts, readings, comedy skits You
get a chance to sec what people have
id offer artistically."
Wednesday marks the National
Day of Silence 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. In
the past. National Day of Silence
nas meant to symbolize the oppression experienced by theXil.BT community. This year it is inclusive and
is meant to demonstrate the core
value of cooperation
"The event includes everyone
who's been oppressed because of
their race, religion, age and sexual
orientation," Teaman said.
individuals who participate in the
event will be given a card explaining
the reason tor then silence Guidc-

"It is an exercise in empathy."
said Jill Wesolowski. Vision outreach chair. "You feel what it's like
to want to speak and not be able to.
yet you are still communicating
through your facial expression, body
language and appearance."
Thursday, the movie "My Life in
Pink" will be shown in 219 Olscamp
at 7 p.m.
"The movie is about an 8-yearold boy who really wants to be a
girl." Teaman said. "As he tries to
dress like a girl, he has struggles
with his parents and neighbors who
disapprove. It is a comedy and
drama and very touching."
Following the film, a transgendered panel will discuss it. The
panel is meant to demonstrate the
core value of intellectual and spiritual growth.
"Everyone is welcome to participate." Teaman said. "The panel
would feature members of the transgendered community who will discuss issues in their lives and issues
raised in the films."
Wrapping up the week is the
Prom-You-Ncvcr-Had Friday in the
Harshman Community Center 9
p.m. to 2 a.m. The theme is "How
Do You Talk to an Angel?" The
event is set up to eliminate the discomfort people might have had at
their high school prom. People can
come as they wish and with

Continued from page 1.
recognition of Sexual Assault
Awareness Month.
° April 4th: Clothesline Project Tshirt Making 4 to 7 p.m. at Kohl
Hall.
Design a shirt to commemorate a
woman who has been victimized.
° April 5th: Clothesline Project Tshirt Making 6 to 8 p.m. at Kohl
Hall
" April 6th: Clothesline Project Tshirt Making 6 to 8:30 p.m. at the
Women"s
Center in Hanna Hall.
° April 7th: Clothesline Project Tshirt Making 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Women's Center-fhnna Hall
° April 7th: NEDA Awards 2:30
to 4 p.m. at 1 Courthouse Square in
the
Commissioner's Hearing Room.
5th floor.
° April 8th: Self-defense Workshop for Women 1 to 2:30 p.m. in
the Dance
Room at the Student Recreation
Center.

° April 10th: 'Today's Reality.
Tomorrow's Promise." Ruth Sallee.
a prominent
member of the African-American
and educational communities in
Columbus.
will provide straight talk on sexual assault, safety and women of
color.
0
April llth. 12th and 13th:
Clothesline Project Display 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the Clock Tower Area.
April 13th: Take Back the Night
March and Rally; 7 p.m. to Rally.
815 p.m.-March, The Clock Tower
Quadrant
° April 14th: Clothesline Project
T-shirt Making 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Kohl Hall.
0
April 16th: A Moment of
Reflection at 830 p.m. in Prout
Chapel.
° April 17th: Clothesline Project
T-shirt Making 6 to 9 p.m. at the
Women's Center-Hanna Hall.
° April 17th: Mock Rape Trial 7
to 9 p.m. at Olscamp 111.
° April 26th: Clothesline T-shirt
Making 6 to 8 p.m. at The Link-corner of Ridge and Thurstin Ave.

www shopcyclewerks com ■

CCide

?Werks

<*

248 South Main Street 352-8578

CHOIR
Continued from page 1.
Concluding Saturday evening
was the BG College Fest 2000
which featured selections by the
University Gospel Choir, area
churches and colleges.
Stephanie Brandt, a sophomore
interior design major, said the

Gospel

Choir

concert

was

Our Biggest Sale Ever!

an"

Over 200 bikes on display in our expanded showroom

insightful treat.

Bikes as low as $100.00

"After seeing the Gospel Choir at
Dance Marathon, catering their banquet, and wanting to support my
friends and the choir members. I am
here to enjoy the show," she said.

SPEAKER
Continued from page 1.
"Unlike Jennifer Lopez. La Lupe.
Celica Cuz and La India have not
capitulated to those dominant beauty
values as mulatto, black and Latina
singers." she said
Aparicio also gave her views on
the so-called "Latin Boom" at the
dawn of the new century.
"America wants the food, the culture, the Spanish language and the

production going on."
More than 20 people gathered in
the Women's Center for the presentation.
"I thought it was very interesting
how she talked about how some
Latin singers of today still use
degrading lyrics towards women
and how it is not really noticed
because the song is so popular." said
Sharon Krcuzer. senior Spanish and
graphic design major
Cindv Phelos. Snanish lecturer.

Checkout exclusive news at<www.bgnews.com>

full-suspension Super-V's
starting @ $799.99 (reg $999)

cannondale
HANDMADE IN USA
Selected clothing 50% OFF
ROLL£f?BLADe *
Cycling T-Shirts $10.00
All Skates on SALE

Celebrating our new location
in Maumee
2578 Parkway Plaza
CikT<f
Maumee, Ohio 43537
Sale ends a, 15/2000

419-893-9375

I day I
•stop by MTV's ground zero for 'MTV VJ auditions »a hands-on
lesson in the newest music software "spankin new videos •tips
from MTV's house of style 'loads of free stuff •choose or
lose voter registration »a chance to win tickets to the
concert and meet Moby and Bush •the ground zero
second stage with live performances from trauma
recording artist Bree Sharp «tuesday april 11 th
from noon to 5 pm at the field behind the
anderson arena
I night I
the MTV experience continues into the
evening with an exclusive live
concert featuring Bush and
special guest Moby
•tuesday april 11th at
the anderson arena.

I

•for more information
on MTV campus
invasion
checkout
mtv.com

CAMPUS INVASION
MUSIC TELEVISION >

WATCIITVOI /faTIME WARNER
CHANNEL 12 Fll IPIATES ^ CABLE

Neutrogena

??ionster.com

Focus*
DAI LIES'I
ONE D»Y CONMCT KNHS

■BH&*--.^
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Baseball

Baseball goes 3-1 vs. Toledo, Eastern Michigan to begin MAC season
NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITER

The Bowling Green baseball
! learn started its season in late Febru' ary. But to the players, the real jour', ney began this weekend.
The Falcons opened up MidAmerican Conference play with two
doubleheaders over the weekend. In
\ their opener Saturday, the Falcons
.' showed why they are the reigning
MAC champs. The Orange and
Brown cleaned up Toledo with 5-0
and 9-6 victories.
Eastern Michigan posed more of
a problem to BG yesterday. The Falcons were two outs away in the top
of the seventh from picking up their
- third straight conference win up 6-3
T on the Eagles. But EMU battled
' back, shocking the Falcons 7-6.
Game two began to draw upon
-; the lines of what the great Yogi Bera
;said. "It's like Deja Vu all over
'' again." The Falcons once again held
'.' • a three run lead going into the final
I inning only to see the Eagles rally
II once again.
But this time BG was able to con-

tain EMU. BG let two runs score,
but came away with a 5-4 victory,
The Falcons are 3-1 in MAC play.

other team
makes mistakes."

BG senior pitcher Joe Cheney
pitched 6.1 innings of four run. four
hit baseball.

"I'm proud of the guys and the
way they bounced back." BG coach
Danny Schmitz said. "I'm just glad
we won this second one (against
EMU). If we would have blown both
ends of the doubleheader that would
not have been too good."
BG had great success with its
starting pitchers this weekend.
Junior pitcher Tony Fontana started
it off for the Falcons pitching a complete game. The BG ace limited the
Rockets to three hits and three
walks, striking out seven Rockets in
the game.

BG's
bats kept on
fire in the
second
game
against the
Rockets as
the Falcons
scored twice
in the first
three
innings.
Senior Matt
Best cranked
his
first
home run of
the season to
lead off the
second.
Doug Flere
and the relief
pitching
Mall Best
squad
of
Deryck Griffith. Mike Muzi and
Ryan Streb got the job done as BG
went on to complete the sweep 9-6.

Closer Ryan Strcb came in. but
the Eagle rally had already started.
Strcb walked two batters, then gave
up a triple to catcher Chad Jenkins to
tie the ball game. Jenkins came in on
a Luke Bcclcr single to give EMU
the lead and the winning run.

The Falcons got all they needed
in the bottom of the second when
junior Aric Christman singled with
two outs to score Lee Morrison and
Brad Simon. BG went on to score
three more runs to pick up the 5-0
victory.
"I'm glad to see that the hitters
are starting to swing the bats better,
Schmitz said. "We're cutting down
with our strikeouts which is key.
We're also starting to get some big
hits and taking advantage when the

The first game of the Eastern
Michigan game looked like BG was
once again going to cruise to victory.

"Sometimes we put things in
cruise control and forget about it."
left fielder Len Elias Jr. said. "When
they score a couple we get worried.
If we don't score runs the next
inning there is even more pressure
on us."
In the final game, once again it
was the BG starting pitching that
helped lead the Falcons to the win.
Junior pitcher Craig Menke had a
career high 12 strikeouts.
Menke was in threat of losing the
game when he loaded up the bases,
but junior Chad Curlis came on in
relief to secure the win.
"I felt really good." Menke said,
"They were swinging at a lot of bad
pitches early on in the game. I got
lucky a few times."

MIKE LEHMKUKLE/ The BG News
FLERE THROWING — Bowling Green southpaw Doug Flere fires
toward the plate in Bowling Green's win over Toledo Saturday.
The Falcons swept the Rockets then split with Eastern Michigan.

: Eastern Michigan plates 6 runs combined in 7th innings of twinbill
DAN NIED
Sports Writer

Sometimes you have to sweat it
out.
It's a good experience — puts
hair on your chest.
The Falcon baseball team played

with fire yesterday as it split a doubleheader with Eastern Michigan.
Taking a three-run lead into the last
inning of each game. Bowling Green
softened up in the final stanza and
allowed a combined six seventhinning runs on the day.
Craig Menke cruised along for
the first six innings of the second

game. He recorded a career high 12
strikeouts on the day. However, he
lost his control in the seventh inning
largely because of a pitch count
above 120.
Menke said he hadn't thrown that
many pitches since high school.
Although he loaded the bases
with no outs, head coach Danny.

Schmitz left his starter in there
because of a bullpen that lost the
first game for the Falcons.
"I wanted to leave him in there
because I thought our bullpen was
shaky after that first game." Schmitz
said. "We rode Craig as tar as we
could today. He lost his control a little at the end though."

Menke gave up two runs in the
final stanza. After loading the bases,
Menke beared down and got his
12lh strikeout of the day. Then, after
two unsavory ball calls by the
umpire, he walked in a run.
Eventually Mcnkc's arm gave
way and Schmitz had to dip into the
bullpen.

However. Menke said he felt
comfortable going late into the game
and thought Schmitz was happy
with his performance.
"I think he had a lot of confidence in me and wanted to see me
finish the game." Menke said.

Softball

I Softball strings together 3-2 weekend to earn 15th win Errors
hurt BG in
NIU losses
DOROTHY WRONA
Sport* Writer

One hit was all Western Michi' gan could muster against freshman
Jesse Milosek and the Falcons Friday. That one hit came in the third
inning, when Angie Fiero singled to
center field.
Bowling Green got its bats going
in the second inning when Erin
, Zwinck singled to center field.
Zwinck then advanced to second
with Nikki Rouhana's sacrifice fly
and scored on a Lynsey Ebel's single.
Libby Voshell followed with a
double to center field, scoring Ebel.
At the end of two innings, the Falcons were ahead 2-0.
But they weren't done yet. In the
fifth inning. Kandice Machain singled to right field. Angie Domschot
bunted her way on to first, sending
Machain to second. After Carmen
Hittcrdal's line out. Domschot and
Machain each advanced on a WMU
error. Colleen Bates grounded out to
third base, but Machain scored the
Falcons third run.
BGSU scored two more runs in
the sixth. Rouhana led off with a single to right, and advanced to third
when Ebel singled down the right
field line. After pop flies by Voshell
and Machain. Angie Domschot singled to center field and advanced to
third on an error by center fielder
Alaina Scott. Morgan LaNicca, who
was pinch running for Ebel. and
Rouhana scored on the hit.
Milosek began the seventh inning
by fanning Alison Honaman. After
Nicole Drabecki's pop out and
Michelle Johnson's groundout. the
5-0 victory belonged to the Falcons.
"Jesse pitched well today." BG
coach Leigh Ross-Shaw said. "She
was confident. I was pleased with
her throwing today. In that game, we
just came out and controlled them
the whole time."
The Falcons continued their
domination of the Broncos in game
two. Freshman pitcher Andrea Genter made the most of her start with a
six-hit complete game.
BGSU started early with two first
inning runs. Leadoff hitter Angie
Domschot singled to right field and
advanced to second on a wild pitch
by WMU pitcher Leah Seffemick.
Hitterdal bunted to send Angie
Domschot to third.
Colleen Bates' single to left field
scored Angie Domschot and
advanced Hitterdal to third. After
Jenny Domschot flew out to second.
Zwinck singled, sending Bates to
second and Hitterdal to third.
Rouhana's sacrifice fly allowed Hitterdal to score the Falcons' second
run.
The Falcon bats came alive again
in the second to go up 4-0. Voshell
led off the inning with a homer to
center field. Holly Frantz singled to
right field, but was later thrown out
at second after Angie Domschofs
fielder's choice. Seffernick's throwing error allowed Angie Domschot
to move on to second. Bates then

i

singled to center field to score Angie
Domschot.
WMU scored its only run in the
seventh inning when Melissa
Martens singled to first base to score
Alaina Scott.
"It was like the other team was
down the whole time because we
had control." Ross-Shaw said. "We
had the energy, we had the power,
we knew were going to win."
Saturday's doubleheader against
Northern Illinois proved to be a
harsh wake-up call for the Falcons
Northern Illinois swept BG despite
comebacks late in both games.
"We did all right hitting-wise,
pitching we did okay against a goodhitting team like that," Ross-Shaw.
"It was just the errors that killed us
(see sidebar)."
The Huskies started the first
game with two runs in the first
inning and added another in the third
at the expense of Falcon starter
McKenna Houle.
Reliever Rebekah Tipton took
over the mound in the sixth inning
and retired the first two batters.
In the sixth frame, the Falcons
scored five runs to cut into NIU's 70 lead but fell short. Bates led off
with a home run to center field. One
out later, Zwinck singled and
advanced to third on Renee Rosemeier's second double of the game
After Ebel's groundout, Voshell
walked. With the bases loaded, all
three runners advanced on Courtney
Witvliet's wild pitch. Nikki
Rouhana walked to load the bases
Angie Domschot cleared them with
a three-run double for a total of five
Falcon runs. It was all BGSU would
score in game one.
Houle returned in the seventh to
retire the first two batters, but another BGSU error allowed two more
Husky runs. The Falcons could not
rally and lost 9-5.
With the loss, Houle fell to 4-3 on
the year. She allowed five runs, two
walks, and had three strikeouts in six
innings. Tipton allowed four runs.
During the first three innings of
the second game, both teams were
held scoreless. Genter and NIU's
Christy Dalton allowed one hit each
in these frames.
The Falcons stormed back with
two runs in the bottom of the fourth
to make the score 3-2 Huskies.
Zwinck singled with one out and
Rouhana followed with a walk. A
passed ball advanced both runners
and Zwinck scored on Ebel's single.
Voshell singled to score Rouhana.
Machain grounded out to shortstop
Jill Carpenter, who threw out Ebel at
home.
NIU singled in the fifth to make it
4-2 but Machain kept it from being a
larger margin. She caught a fly ball
hit by Youstra and gunned down
Dalton at the plate for the double
play.
With one out in the bottom of that
inning. Bates drew a walk and
advanced to second on Rosemeier's
single. Zwinck followed with a two
run triple and Rouhana doubles to
score Zwinck. The Falcons had the

G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
SPORTS WRITER

MIKE LEHMKUKLE/ The BG New
GENTER — Bowling Green sophomore Andrea Genter fires home in Saturday's game vs. Northern Illinois. Genter went 1-1 over the weekend. She scattered six hits in a 4-1 win over Western
Michigan Friday.
lead 5-4.
running catch, but Dalton scored on a three-hit shutout over the Golden
In the seventh inning. Falcon the sacrifice.
Grizzlies.
Zwinck led BG at the plate going
errors would lead to another loss.
Rosemeier led off with a single in
After one out. Tara Davidson sin- the seventh but Zwinck and 2-for-2 with a double. Jen Domschot
gled, and went to second on a wild Rouhana were both retired.
and Rosemeier each had doubles
pitch. Davidson would tie the game
The Falcons are I5-8 overall and while Angie Domschot and Bates
on Rizek's single.
2-2 in the MAC following a 6-0 win had one triple each.
Outfielder Carmen Hitterdal over Oakland Sunday.
Bowling Green plays a doubleretired Gretchen Szymski with a
Houle and Milosek combined for header at Michigan Tuesday.

When Bowling Green Softball
coach Leigh Ross-Shaw took over
as the team's head coach, one of her
top priorities was cutting down on
mental mistakes. In Softball terms,
mental mistakes normally translate
into errors.
In the first 20 games, the Falcons
had allowed just 12 unearned runs
on 38 errors. They did not allow any
unearned runs in two Mid-American
Conference wins over Western
Michigan Friday.
However, the old ghost returned
Saturday as the Falcons allowed 10
unearned runs on 10 errors in two
losses at home to Northern Illinois.
The Huskies, on the other hand, had
just one error in the two-game
series.
'That's probably the difference
between the two games because we
hit the ball well and they hit the ball
well," Huskie coach Donna Martin
said. "The umpires were on the
adventurous side for both teams."
Take away the Huskies' six
unearned runs, and the Falcons
would have won 5-3.
"That's what broke us today."
Ross-Shaw said. "Nobody was owning up to errors. We sat back on our
heels and weren't playing aggressive. That's how they look when
they're scared. It's basics — looking
the ball into your glove, getting the
glove on the ground and seeing it
first before trying to make the play.
That's it."
In the top of the sixth. Northern's
Samantha Knoll singled with the
bases loaded and took second on a
Falcon error by Falcon sophomore
Rebekah Tipton. Two runs scored. A
BG error followed another walk as
two more runs scored.
Freshman McKenna Houle reentered the game in the seventh, and
retired the first two batters. However, a BG error allowed two more
NIU runs and the Brown and Orange
could not rally.
BG would have also won 5-3 in
the second game if not for North
em's four unearned runs off four BG
errors.
Northern's Christy Dalton led off
the fourth frame by reaching base on
an error. After a walk, Gretchen
Szymski attempted to bunt the runners over, but wound up reaching
base herself when the throw to first
was wild. Dalton scored on the play.
The Huskies later added two runs on
a two-run single.
After Northern retook the lead in
the seventh, Suzie Rizek scored
Northern's finals run on the Falcons'
final error, which was a fielding
error.
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and Field

Men's, Women's track, Findlay participate in weekend Invitational
DEREK McCORD
SPORTS WRITUI

Track and field teams from
' around Ihc Midwestern part of the
country joined Bowling Green and
Tindlay in the Northwest Ohio Track
and Field Classic held at BG's Whittaker Track over the weekend.
Senior Andrea Cook and Junior
lori Williams led the way Friday for
the women's team in the first day of
competition. Cook took the top spot
in the pole vault (10'11") and
Williams finished in the middle of
the podium in the hammer throw
(168'02").
On the men's side in the pole
vault event. Drew Downey met the
height of I4'05" while field teammate senior John Hustler finished
second (I99'00"| behind Ryan Gill
(204' 11") who was not representing
any school.
Men's coach Sterling Martin said
even though Hustler has been away
from the program due to his studentteaching, the defending Mid-American Conference Champion in the
javelin event is coming into form.
Sophomore Tom Kutter rounded
out the top Falcon finishers the first
day with a third-place finish in the
10.000 meter event with a time of

32:02.51.

Saturday brought clear skies. 50
degree weather and a light breeze as
the bulk of the teams competing in
the meet arrived at Whittaker Track.
Senior Nikki Monroe pulled off a
victory in the 1.500 with a time of
4:52.63 to become the only women
team member to be in the top three
in the track events.
Other top track event finishers
were Christine Thompson finishing
fourth in the 400m (58.95);'Lisa
Marica. fourth in the 3.000m
(10 32 87); while Christina Reeber
was the last of the women's team to
finish in the top five when she ran a
fourth place time of 19:06 45 in the
5,000m.

In Saturday's field events, freshman Mary Willems and Lori
Williams had duels in the shot put
and discus events.
Willems took the upper hand in
the shot put with a fifth place when
she threw for a distance of 42' 11
1/2" while Williams finished in a
three way tic for sixth (42'09")
Williams returned the favor though
in the discus when she threw a new
meet record of 154'01". Willems
finished in seventh with a throw of
I36'00".
With having a rocky start to the
season so far. women's head coach
Scott Sehmann was very positive
after the event.
"I thought we had a good day."
Sehmann said. "I am happy with the
performances of what 1 got to sec
today. Obviously with a home meet,
we are running around trying to
make sure everything is functioning
well and to make it a good experience for the visiting teams. 1 am
pleased with the progress we are
making as a team and I think the
kids gained some confidence today
with the perfect
conditions that
were available."
Sehmann said
the improvement
that is being seen
by his team is
attributed to the
work in the practices that arc held.
"We tried to
run a little bit
more quality and
Thompson
in our workouts
we went into a lot of power work,"
Sehmann said. "I think we are
building again more quality, intensity and speed in order to get better,
and certainly that was brought out
today."
The men's squad came to the
.meet a little banged up with star
sprinters Rah'Sheen Clay. Ricco
Oglesby and Pat Miller nursing

"/ am happy with the performances of what I
got to see today. Obviously with a home
meet, we are running around trying to make
sure everything is functioning well and to
make it a good experience for the visiting
teams. I am pleased with the progress we are
making as a team and I think the kids
gained some confidence today with the
perfect conditions that were available."
Scott Sehmann
Women's track and field coach
injuries.
Even though Clay has been having problems with one of his hamstring muscles, the senior was still
able to finish second in the 200m
dash (21.58) behind Jabari Chavis of
the Athenian Athletics Track CIUD.
Freshman Zcnan Peterson finished the 400m with a new personal
best time of 47.88, which was good
enough for second place.
Rob Glatz and Nolan Fahrer led
the way for the men's team in the
distance events.
Glatz. a junior, finished third
(15:22.78) in the 5.000m seeded
event while freshman teammate
Fahrer finished third (15:50.82) in
the unseeded 5.000m.
The field events proved to be
quite strong in Bowling Green's first
home meet of the season with the
Falcons taking a second, two thirds
and an eighth place finish.
Eric Paterson finished the long
jump with a distance of 22'00 1/4".
which was good enough for second
place. Eric Browning and Bryan
Gardner finished in a tie for third in
the high jump, along with Justin
Whiting from Findlay. when the trio
jumped a height of 606".
The men's team finished the meet
as they have for most of the year by

showing they are one of the best
relay teams in the country.
The 4XI00m relay saw Bowling
Green (41.37) losing to the Athenian
Athletics Track Club who, with a
time of 40.99, missed the track
record by two one-hundredths of a
second. That record was set by
Bowling Green in 1997.
The Bowling Green B team
(3:17.83) in the 4X400m relay fell to
the Athenian Athletics Track Club
again with the track club being two
one-hundredths of a second away
frtim a meet record, once again set
by Bowling Green in 1997.
With Bowling Green only going
up against Albion College in the
4X800m event, the Falcons finished
first and broke the meet record in the
event with a time of 7:52.85.
Martin seemed pleased with the
help of Findlay University in the
organization of the event and the
teams that participated.
"I was really pleased with the
teams that came," Martin said. "It
»as a real competitive meet up and
down the line. I think everybody got
what they were looking for and we
had a great day. Just across the board
Findlay did a great job and I thought
our people did a nice job also."
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
FREE DELIVERY ! Open for lunch, dinner, & late night
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15 Anniversary Special
L
FREE
Special Garlic
Sauce &
Pepperocinis With
Every Pizza ^ -
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TRACK ATTACK — Bowling
Green and Findlay hosted the
two-day Northwest Ohio Invitational over the weekend.
(Above) BG's Eric Browning
skies over the bar in the high
jump competition,
(Right) BG's Lori Williams fires
away the shot put. She placed
sixth in the event. Williams
also won the discus and took
second in the hammer throw.

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
805 THURST1N -Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S590 00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- $475.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $405.00
451 THURSTIN Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath
School Year- One Perdson Rate- S350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $320 00
605 SECOND -One Bedroom, Unfurnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- S375.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $330.00
6i9.SJ£rii Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- S535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall Dishwashers.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $550.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- S535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- S440.00
505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00
615 SECOND -Two Bedroom, Furnished. 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S586.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S490.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom. Furnished, 1 Bath
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- S375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR. School
Year- Two Person Rate- S560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S535.00
One Year- $465.00

841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00

2 Large 1 Topping Pizza's

HOUSES FOR RENT
303 S SUMMIT - FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE Limit 5 people $990 per month'plus all
utilities Deposit $990.00 Available May 20,2000 to May 12.2000.
530 E. MERRY ■ THREE BEDROOM HOUSE Limit 4 people $700.00 per month plus ad
utilities. Deposit $700 00. Available August 24,2000 to August 11,2000

$12.99

150 1/2 MANVILLE - One bedroom upstairs unit Limit 2 people.
$400.00 per montn plus all utilities. Deposit $400 00
Available May 20. 2000.
71< EIGHTH -Duplex Unit A Only. Two 2 bedroom units Lml 2 people per unit
$600.00 per month plus utilities Deposit $600 00
Available August 24, 2000.

BOWLING GREEN

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from lam Bell

826 MAIN ST.

:o-
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Digital Printing from Disk

Self-service Copies

Color Copies
Transparencies

UPS Shipping

Resumes

525 Ridge Street • 354-3278 • fax 352-4281

FAXING

Full'Service Copies

Business Cards

Accent Color

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Friday
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It's not wo late!

NCAA Final Four

Show your

BGSU pride
this summer by being an Orientation
& Registration Assistant!
Pick up an application toady in the
Office of Student
Life, room 405
Saddlemire. Deadline Friday, April 7.
Call 372-2843 or e-mail atinnin@bgnet for
more info.
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BGSU
CHEERLEADING
Q TRY OUTS ct

Anyone interested in cheering for the
BGSU Falcons during the 2000-2001
season is welcome to attend try-outs.
All those who are interested must
attend the initial meeting.
Males and females needed.
No experience necessary.
Where: 110 Business Administration
When: April 4, from 5-6
This is just an informational meeting!
Hope to see you there!

60 FALCONS!
Q

G
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Learn
effective
organizational
& leadership skills.
Open to students and
organization advisers
FREE REFRESHMENTS!

P i> V & 9 if & v

April 4th
"Leadership Styles with
Dr. Suesf
Leadership Styles
Presented by Almee Zlmmer,
Andserson/Bromfleld Hall Director
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Florida's depth wears out North Carolina
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDIANAPOLIS — With relentless energy and sliding pressure,
Florida wore down yet another
opponent and will play for its first
national title.
The Gators, using (he same 10man rotation, full-court press and
balanced scoring (hat brought them
to the Final Four, ended North Carolina's improbable tournament run
with a 71-59 victory Saturday night.
Florida (29-7) will meet Michigan State, which beat Wisconsin 5341. in tonight's national championship game at the RCA Dome.
Freshman Brett Nelson led the
Gators with 13 points, while Mike
Miller and Udonis Haslem added 10
each.
An 18-3 lead in the opening eight
minutes made it look as though the
fifth-seeded Gators wouldn't need
the late edge that brought them earlier wins over higher-seeded teams
like Illinois, Duke and Oklahoma
State.
But the Tar Heels (22-14), an
eighth seed who many felt shouldn't
have even made the tournament
field but found their way to a recordtying 15th Final Four, were back in
the game by halftime. They had a
50-46 lead with 13:31 to play.
North Carolina point guard Ed
Cola picked up his fourth foul just
13 seconds later and despite not
being removed the game, his lack of
aggressiveness played into Florida's
hands. The rest of the Tar Heels now
had to handle the pressure and it
helped wear them down. The Gators
took the lead for good on a 3-pointer by Major Parker with 11:02 left
and (hat started a 9-4 run.
During (hat span North Carolina
managed just one field goal mostly
because Cota, who finished with
eight assists, just wasn't the same.
The Tar Heels, making their third
Final Four appearance in four years,
have lost four straight national semifinal games.
Brendan Hay wood had 20 points,
16 in the first half, for the Tar Heels,
while freshman Joseph Forte had 15.
13 in the second half — and 10 of
those came in an early two-minute
burst.
This was Florida's second Final
Four appearance, (he ftrsi — in 1994
— ended wi(h a semifinal loss (o
North Carolina's archrival, Duke.
Led by 34-year-old Billy Dono-

Auoclated Preu Photo
GET THAT OUT OF HERE — Florida's Donnell Harvey rejects a shot from North Carolina's Jason
Capel. Harvey and the deep Gator squad will attempt to press Michigan State to death like it has
every opponent throughout the tournament run in tonight's championship game.
van, only the sixth man to play and er around a 3 by Forte (o keep (he
Florida jumped to the 18-3 lead
coach in a Final Four, (hese Gators deciding run going.
Florida finished wi(h a 43-42 as the Tar Heeis struggled from the
have run by their opponents after
surviving a 69-68 first-round scare rebound advantage with Brent, Don- field, making one of their first eight
from Butler. Miller won that game nell Harvey and Miller each grab- shots, and with the ball, committing
with a shot ai (he buzzer, and Flori- bing seven. Haywood led the Tar five turnovers.
da gol (o practice on Butler's home Heels with 12 and Jason Capel
Kenyan Weaks' 3-pointer with
court this week in preparation for added 10.
Florida finished 25-for-64 from 11:43 to play in the first half gave
the Final Four.
Parker's 3-pointer came less (han (he field (39 percent), the 17th the Gators the 15-point lead, but
a minute after he and Forte were straight opponent North Carolina North Carolina made four of its next
charged with double (echnicals for has held under 50 percent. But the five shots and Haywood's layup on a
an incident under the baske(. Nelson Tar Heels struggled themselves, pass from Cota had the Tar Heels
within 21-17 with 7:50 left.
sandwiched a jumper and a 3-point- shooting 35 percent (20-for-57).

Michigan State bests Big Ten rival Wisconsin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDIANAPOLIS — Turning
back the clock to another era. Michigan State showed it could win at
Wisconsin's game in the Final Four.
An inspired Morris Peterson provided most of the offense and the
Spartans stifled their Big Ten rival
for the fourth time this season, moving within one victory of their first
national title since 1979 with a
bruising 53-41 triumph over Wisconsin on Saturday night.
Michigan State (31-7) overcame
Wisconsin's in-your-face defense
and slowdown offense, relics from
the days before the shot clock and
dazzling dunlis.
"We finally broke them down a
little bit," Spartans coach Tom Izzo
said. "They're a tough team."
Michigan Suite, which has been

focused on a title since losing to
Duke in the national semifinals a
year ago, advanced to tonight's
championship against the winner of
the North Carolina-Florida game.
'It feels good," said star point
guard Mateen Cleaves, who returned
for his senior season for a chance to
win a championship. "We've got
one more shining moment."
Michigan State failed to score a
field goal for the final 11:42 of the
first half. It didn't matter in a game
dominated by picks and bricks —
appropriate in the home of the
Brickyard.
The Spartans led only 19-17 at
the half, falling short of the score
posted in the 1941 title game when
Wisconsin was up 21-17 over Washington State en route to the Badgers'
only national championship.
But Michigan State matched

every elbow and forearm thrown by
the Badgers (22-14), limiting them
to a single basket through the first
7:24 of the second half. Meantime,
Peterson scored 10 points during a
13-2 spurt that pushed the lead to
32-19.
Against a team of limited offensive means like Wisconsin, a 13point lead was as good as 30.
Michigan State, the only top seed
to reach the Final Four, won its lone
national title 21 years ago with
Magic Johnson at point guard, beating Indiana Stale and Larry Bird in
the final.
"You have to give credit to Pete,"
Cleaves said. "When he is hitting his
shots, we just get out of the way."
Peterson scored 20 points just
two days after attending his grandmother's funeral. He said Friday that
she would have the best seat at the

RCA Dome, and he put on quite a
show in her honor.
"It will be real special for us taking court dne more time," Peterson
said. "Hopefully, we will make
something happen."
The Badgers shot only 35 percent
(15-of-43) and had just one player in
double figures. Roy Boone with 18
points. Most of those came in the
final minutes when the outcome was
already decided.
A week ago, Wisconsin coach
Dick Bennett said his team had not
figured out a way to score against
Michigan State. The Badgers still
haven't and were held to the lowest
point total of any Final Four team
since the shot clock was introduced
in 1986.
Jon Bryant was held to two points
on l-of-5 shooting.

Are you looking for a way to put your
Bachelor's degree to good use?
Consider a career as an Occupational Therapist!

special thanks to all
of our presenters
and participants!

OT's help people live fuller lives. OT's work with persons of all ages who must overcome physical and/or psychological challenges. OT's are employed in a variety of settings such as hospitals, schools, long-term care facilities, industrial settings, and community organizations. Because the need to help people live fuller, more independent lives is so great, the future outlook for OT is very bright!
If you complete your bachelor's degree and the following pre-requisites by August 18th you could be eligible to
start your Master of Occupational Therapy degree program at the Medical College of Ohio this Fall".
Pre-requisite courses include human anatomy and physiology; introduction to sociology or anthropology; introduction to psychology; abnormal psychology; lifespan human development, and medical terminology proficiency
(course or self-study).

Spring 2000 Leadership
Workshop Series
TUESDAYS
224 Olscamp
7:30 - 9pm
Office of Student Activities
t unit oi tn« Ofliec of student Lite Division ol student Mfafn
For Questions, please (ill 377-2343. or visit 304 soutn Han

The MCO has a nationally ranked (top ten) program of occupational therapy with a strong reputation for research
and clinical practice. You will enjoy small class sizes and a rich learning environment.

Applications for Fall of 2000 admission are due by July 1.
For more information or to arrange a visit, call 419-383-4429 and be sure to check out our web
site for detailed information: http://www.mco.edu/allh/otyindex.html
<
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Apply now for the 2001
graduating class of our
full-time MBA program
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Pacers 104, Raptors 83
TORONTO (AP) — Sam Perkins made all six of his
3-point aliempis and scored a season-high 22 points al
the Indiana Pacers embarrassed the Toronto Raptors on
NBC with a 104-83 rout yesterday
Perkins, who had missed 17 of his previous 22 3-point
attempts, was left wide open against the Raptors, who
have lost seven of their last eight games.
Vince Carter left the game early in the third quarter
with a bruised right shoulder. He was examined by team
iliiilots and didn't return.
Jalen Rose, who has led the Pacers in scoring in eight
of the last nine games, had a team-high 23
The Pacers were 10-for-22 from behind the arc. while
the Raptois were just 2-tor-l6.
Tracy McGrady led Toronto with 24 points He also
had eight rebounds and five assists.
Suns 87, Timlxrwolves 86
MINNEAPOLIS (APj — Kevin Johnson returned
from a two-year retirement and played the entire foutih
quarter yesterday as the Phoenix Suns, getting 23 points
from Rodney Rogers and 22 from Penny Hardaway. rallied past Minnesota 87-86
It wa>, the third straight victory for the Suns, who
coaxed Johnson out of retirement last week after Jason
Kidd broke his ankle Johnson scored four points with
two assists, leaving the playmaking duties mainly to
Hardaway.
Rogers hit two foul shots with 16 6 seconds left for
the final margin as Phoenix won for the ninth time in 11
games Hardaway also had nine assists and seen
rebounds
Malik Scaly had 19 points. Wally S^czerblak added
18 and Kevin Garnett had 14 points and 13 rebounds for
the Timberwolves. who blew a double-digit lead for the
seventh time.
Entering yesterday's games. Phoenix was lied with
San Antonio for fourth place in the Western Conference
and homccourt advantage in the firm round of the playoffs. Minnesota, in sixth place, fell to four games behind
the Suns
Canucks 3. Blackhawks 2
CHICAGO (AP) — Denis Pederson had two goals
and an assist yesierdus as the Vancouver Canucks inched
closet to a playoff spot by holding on for a 3-2 win over
the Chicago Blackhawlss

Ed Jovanovski also scored for the Canucks, who arc
one point behind eighth-place San Jose and the final
playoff berth in the Western Conference
Vancouver, with 80 points, has three games remaining. San Jose has 81 points and four games left.
Canucks goaltender Felix Potvin stopped 17 shots
He lost a bid for his second shutout this season with 5:54
left when Bryan McCabe beat him with a 30-foot stvn
Steve Sullivan made it 3 2 with 1 10 left.
Pederson scored for the first time since coming to the
Canucks in a March 14 trade with New Jersey His last
goal came on Feb. 3.
Vancouver's Josh Holden had three assists and Brad
May added two.

485

^Domino's Pizzas
a Pxoud Sfonta* <4 5i.QS.ll. CUHetio

Serving Bowling Green. Portage, & B.G.S.U.
Mame of the 2 Jivza* fox S7.CC

Capital University's MBA will enhance your credibility and
business savvy. Qualified candidates accepted into our fulltime day program graduate in only 12 months! And, Capital's
MBA degree qualifies graduates for the new CPA 150 semester
hour licensing requirements.

Deep Dish Extra

(Zcwuf. Chit dntty

Mumum Order

otttaDeBwry

4-30-2000 We accept personal checks, Visa, Mastercard, & Discover.

with credibility
Our Full time MBA program offers:
• 12-month, technology-rich curriculum
• 40 credit hours in 3 semesters
(August to July)

THE WORLD'S I til M B | SECOND HAND STORE
onflne

• $12,700 flat .tuition fee
• Small classes, team learning environment
• Nationally Accredited Program
• Part-time evening program also available

Contact us with questions:
Phone: 614/236-6162
Toll free: 1-800-395-0088
E-mail: mba@capital.edu
Web: www.capital.edu/gsa

Everything Is For Safe,
Jf> ?!V

Capital University is an equal opportunity institution.

MBA Accredited

Except The Models!
www.resale2u.com
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Campus Events

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Greek Slock 2000
Monday. April 3rd
Banner Day-Wear your Letters Day
Rattle tickets-Educ Steps
Exchange Dinner 5-7pm

k.v-Big Lil'-KA
Lii' Theresa,
A week ol guessing and
teasing has down by so fast!
I can't wait to let you know who
I really am!
Love, Big?
KA-Kappa Delta-KA

$ FUNDRAISER $
Open to student
groups & organizations.
Earn S5 per MC app. We
Supply all materials at no cost.
Call for inlo or visit our website.
1-800-932-0528X65
www.ocmconcepts com

Immediate hire for waitstaff & bartenders.
Cactus Jack's Cantlns In Perrysburg
next to Churchill's on Route 25. 419-8721230.

1987 Pontiac 6000 . $700 obo 354 -0213

UAO • UAO * UAO • UAO • UAO • UAO
UAO will be hosting a new and
used CD sale Mon Apr. 3-Wed. Apr. 5
from 10-5 on Ihe Ed. bkJg steps
Come out to buy and sell
New and used CD's
UAO • UAO ' UAO • UAO * UAO ' UAO

Campus Events

Services Offered

Spring Festival 2000
Presents
Fun Flicks
Make your own
Music or Interactive
Video
Friday, April 8
MacDonald Cow Room
11»m-5pm

SBX • SBX - SBX
Get your personalized graduation
announcements at SBX within 24 hours.
SBX • SBX • SBX

Spring Festival
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Sat. April 8 11am
Harshman Courts
Register in Olscamp Foyer
$10 admission fee (Bursarable)
$150 cash prize for winning team
SPRINGFESTIVAL 2000
Frl-Comedy Show-Mac Cow Room
After Party-Eppler
$100 Prize-Best Dressed
Male & Female
Sat-Plcnlc-Miletl Alumni Center
Free food, prizes & giveaways.
Step show 7pm Olscamp 101.
After party Eppler
Don't miss this event!!!

The Brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa would
like to congratulate Brother Aaron Angus
on his engagement to Tammy Hitchings.
Tammy & Aaron, we wish you both the
best of luck. Phi Sigma Kappa, celebrating 10 years of Brotherhood on April 15,
2000
Unlimited Tanning until the
End of finals. $30.
352-7889 Campus Tanning.

In 1873. 6 men knew the Real meaning of
Brotherhood, Phi Sigma Kappa would like
to welcome 4 more men that still do:
Joe Bublick, Johnathen Hamen. Ryan Pechurka, Dave Robers, Congratulations on
your initiation! Phi Sigma Kappa, celebrating 10 years of Brotherhood on April 15,
2000.
In BG for the Summer?
Work 3-5 hours per day
And have weekends free)
Earn & Learn with UPSGet your summer classes paid for!
$8.50/$9.50/hour
Anyone can do it!
Call 419-891-6B20-EOE.

Wanted

Camp counselors & lifeguards needed for
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor.
Room, board 8. salary 734-878-6628.

2 subleasers needed for summer. 1 subleaser needed for 2000-2001 school year
Own bedroom, own bath. Cheap! Lia,
354-8408.

Christian Summer Camp
Counselor, Lifeguard, Nurse, Good pay.
216.6237457
mylechreest0use.sarmy.org

Needed 4 Graduation tickets for arts &
sciences ceremony. Will pay. Call Jess @
354-7807.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leader lor 48 yrs.
seeks recruiter for Cleveland
area office. We require 4 yr.
college degree, customer
service & PC skills.
SPANISH
speaking skills are a
plus! Fax resume to
(216)781-7022.

Subleaser wanted. 4 BR house. Minute
walk from campus Newly remodeled. Will
pay 1/2 ol 1st mo.'s rent Stacy 352-7442.
Summer subleasers needed 114 N. Enterprise #1.3 bdrm, 1 bath, can hold 4
people $725/mo 352-4768.

Check Us Out !!
www.homecityice.com

Hom«l»njlci

Great Job Opportunities !!
Hinng Students Pan-Time NOW and Full-Time Durtng $u,mir)er & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAYII
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

March and
Petition Drive
To End the Use
of Child Soldiers
Wednesday
April 5, 2000
10:30 am-3:30 pm
Throughout Campus

$6.00-$10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070
Located just minutes Irom Campusl

We Also Have
Lexmglon. KV
Lima/Bucyrus
Cleveland/Ashland/Canton/Erie
CincmnatVKentucky
Mansiieio/Ash land

400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.
ACCOUNT MANAGER
City Rentals is now hiring a full time
account manager 40-45 hrs. per week.
Benefits after 90 days. Extensive
customer contact. Deliveries A collections
Starting pay $7.50 hr. Please apply in
person at 838 S Main, BG.

:*************sft*******5|e**************************5f
^J~
>--daaaaai

'Needed cleaning people 2 weeks starting graduation day. Plus general labors
starting now & graduation (or summer.
Call 353-0325.

Worried about pregnancy??
Eres Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Caring. 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Amnesty
International

Monday, April 3, 2000

Facilities In Other Cities, Call
1-800-933-3575 Daylon/Spnngfield
1-800-894-0529
Detroit
1-800-8740880 Pittsburgh
1-800-288-4040 West Virginia
i -800-894-0529 Southeast Ohio

Usl
1-800-283-5511
1-734-955-9094
1-800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1 -800-545-4423

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled'jobs involving assembling and packaging of small pans
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kmko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.
Experienced groom interested in working
with horse. Good pay. 419-686-2561 or
419-686-5905.
Full time and part time positions
available. Part lime is mornings only.
If interested please call Boss Roofing,
352-3057.

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school and work
during summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW

HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
Staffing firm leader for 48 yrs.
seeks recruiter for Cleveland
area office. We require 4 yr.
college degree, customer
service & PC skills.
SPANISH
speaking skills are a
plus! Fax resume to
(216) 781-7022.

Schedule an interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !

www.homecityice.com

The Technology Infrastructure Project ■ Building an Electronic Community

If you can throw down in the kitchen, if
you can hustle food & drinks, Jed's wants
you. Accepting applications for summer &
year-round Part and full time. Waitstaff,
minimum to start. Kitchen $8-$10mr. to
start. Apply within, M-F after 3:00pm. 8721977.

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Integrating the infrastructure

Immediate pt. time pre-school teacher
needed. Stay & Play Daycare & Preschool is looking for energetic A reliable
people who love to work w/young children. Morning & afternoon hrs. avail.
Send resume to Stay & Play Daycare &
Preschool. Inc. 3120 S. Byrne Toledo, OH
43614.

****************

***!
/A number of new applications will be

structure it is acquiring. Current staff will be

possible with the technology infrastructure

trained to assume these maintenance and

whose installation will be complete by the

management responsibilities. ••

end of 2001. Preparing for use of those
applications will begin well before then.
Identifying and prioritizing them, as well
as preparation for implementation, will take

and will help acquaint the campus further
with new capabilities.

additional planning, effort and investment

Look for continued updates in "The BG

in the academic, administrative and tech-

News" and on the Web at www.bgsu.edu/

nology support areas.

bgsupernet. Questions and comments may

All University administrators will become

be sent via email to bgsupemet@bgnetbgsu.edu.

"'Large & Small Houses
Houses 916 3rd St 6 bdrm incl. util
Duplexes, all 1 or 2 bdrm, starts $350
Apts. available 9,12 pymt lease
316 L~. Merry, 1 or 2 bdrm apts
As low as $475/mo.. tumished. A/C
One Sem leases avail.
Rooms $205/mo-util. ind.
353-0325 9a.m.- 9pm.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May ot 2000
352-7454
1 bdrm apt. across Irom campus. Avail
June 1, tor one year lease. $325/mon ♦
utilities. Call (419) 893-1277. evenings.
1 non-smoker needed lo sublease MayAug. Own room. 1/2 block Irom campus
S192/mo. ♦ util 353-6389, Alicia.
1 roommate needed tor apt w/ 2 BDR,
very spacious, good location, towards
downtown BG. 352-9523.
1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00 Helluva
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 f2 Troup Ave 3534933.
1.2.3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

Music Director-25/30 hr wk start July.
$25-30,000 per exp. & skills
Resume to Trinity United Methodist
Church, 200 N. Summit, Bowling Green,
OH 43402
Now hiring bussers/tankers for days,
eves, weekends Accepting apps. for all
positions Apply in person, BG Bob Evans
Part time security approx. 20-30 hrs/wk.
Must be able to work evenings & weekends. Apply @ Woodland Mall Office,
1234 N. Main, M-F, 10-6 or pick up an application at the Customer Service Booth.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine. Counselors to coach all sports: tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, ropes, BMX, mountain bike, golf,
water-ski. 888-844-8060 or apply
www.campcedar.com
Seeking summer childcare for my 3 children in my Sylvania home. Ages 15, 11 &
6. M-F. 8am-6pm Must have own car.
Call 862-2157.
Wanted 50 people to lose weight by summer. Doctor recommended. All natural. As
low as $36. 1-888-800-6339 ext. 1230.
www.well-ness.org
We are looking for 1 or 2 select
individuals to work evenings in our
Perrysburg office. If you are
serious about making money, are
willing to work in a fun, group
environment and have a great
phone voice we may need you!
Call Mrs. Thompson between
10 am and 2 pm ONLY at 419-872-6265

12 month leases starting May 19th, 2000:
322 E Court »4-1 Br.-I person$390. Ind, all util.
322 E Court »5-1Br.-1 person$420 Ind. all util.
453 S. Prospect #C-1 Br.-I person$360 . + Gas/elec
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
2 bdrm, non-smoking, female oriented
apt. Furnished, utilities included.
353-5074, Kelly.
2 Ig bdrm. apt. avail. Aug. 2000. $500
plus util. Across street from campus. 3730225.
719 4th. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, central air,
dishwasher, on-site laundry, no pets.
$650/mo ♦ dep. & utils. Avail. May 17th.
353-0494.
725 4th 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central air,
dishwasher, on-site laundry, no pets.
$800/mo . dep & utils Avail May 17th.
353-0494
730 Elm Street. 2 BR. sec. dep., parental
guarantee, tenant pays util., 12 mo.
Lease $SO0/Month. Avail. May 15, 2000
Call 352-2330 alter 5 00 PM or 354-2854
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. -f 616 2nd St.
gdhov & wenet. org
Fall 2000/2001 354-9740
1 bdrm starts $325 plus utilities
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/lree heat
W/D (acil., AC, parking/walk-in closet,
furnyunfurn Renovated, quiet, no pets.
Looking tor a place to live?
www.housing101.net...
Your move off campus!

For Sale
1984 Honda Accord
2 new tires $500
Call 352-4666.

NICE, CLEAN 2 BDRM. APTS. AVAIL. \
FOR FALL. 9/12 MO LEASE STARTING
AT $475 2-4 PERSON OCCUPANCY.
AC S OFF-STREET PARKING NO PETS
PLEASE 352-3445.

4 aluminum wheels, 14x6. Fits Honda
Civics 354-1924 alter 2pm.

Subleaser needed ASAP. Own bedroom
and bath Call Sara or Erin O 352-6619.

'94 Honda Passport, great cond., low
miles, must sell right away. Best otter, call
419-372-7082.

Subleasers needed lor Summer. 2 bedrm.
unfurnished on 7th St. CHEAP! Call
Christian or Dusty 353-0599. A/C. Dishwasher. Utilities included.

GT Tequesta Mountain Bike. $675 new,
$300 obo. 354-7809.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.

Thinking

Visit our website
to view oux entire
used vehicle
inventory
www thayerbq.com

'fc?

77r«i><vTOYOTA
Chevrolet
1225 N. Main St., nVmUaft Greta WJ *'s
Tateao CaB 244-1HI

tion to their knowledge of the University,

For Rent

Summer Subleaser Needed ASAP
(Now until August 10th)
1 unfum. room, spacious 2 bdrm apt.
Close to campus (Univ. Village), shuttle
access, plenty ol parking, balcony. A'C
$250/mth ♦ security & your part of
phone, cable & electric.
April and August Free

Call 344-4267
Summer subleaser needed. Large, 2 BDR
apt. close to campus. 850 Scott Hamilton
#3. Call353-0701-Nikki.

aware of how the new infrastructure can be
used in their areas. Applying that informa-

Marketing/Sales position. Internet services production company seeks full time
Type A person for sales support and statistical analysis. Customer service & communication skills required. Must be Office
2000 & Internet proficient. Send resume
to vlogan@aardvarkmedia com for consideration.

mm us&d cars?

Technology will be the focus of a series of
open forums which are planned for next fall

MARKET RESEARCH PROJECT MANAGER AND ANALYST: Full-time position
with a Toledo-based marketing research
company Responsibilities include managing survey research projects, working
with clients to develop research needs,
design questionnaires, prepare data tabulations using computer data processing
software packages, and write analytical
reports. Position requires accuracy and
working with details, managing multiple
projects and priorities, excellent written
and oral communication skills, knowledge
of statistics, ability to work well with others, and be self-motivated (able to work
effectively without close supervision).
Bachelors degree required, Masters preferred, with major in business or social
sciences; Spring or Summer graduation
date. Previous market research experience desired. Must have knowledge ol
Windows and Microsoft Office Packages,
and skill in using a statistical package.
Send resume including salary requirement and previous work history to:
Market Research
PO Box 338
Sylvania. OH 43560

Wet Bar - Great lor parties
accommodates kegs
Call Brad 373-1898

Management Inc.

Village Green Apts.
2 bedroom Apts.
Available for August.
Ctll 354-3533.

FALL OPENINGS
Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview,
1 bdrm. Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal/ Air Conditioner
Unique Design Stan at $380.
Call353-5800

WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS. 400 E Napoleon BG, OH.
1 & 2 BDRM apts avail.
Call 352-9135.

:***#***********:

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

they may plan for applications that can

For the Graduate Student
or Young Professional

Management Inc.

HOMESTEAD

Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe,
Studios. Large I bdrm. Laundry
on site, Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

improve efficiency, increase effectiveness
and deliver new services.
More specifically, deans and department
chairs will consider how their units and
faculty will use the new data, voice and

I M I

Washington Sired. Bowling Green. Ohi'

(419) 354-6036

video systems in their teaching, research

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

and community service. Among the
questions to consider:

Management Inc.

■ Will new approaches to instruction
be possible?
■ Will new ways to support learning

Check out these delightful,
spacious 142 bedroom Apartments

or improve the educational process
be available?
■ With enhanced electronic
communication, can we attract
and keep more students?
The University will also need to prepare to
maintain, document and manage the
substantial amount of sophisticated infra-

Strands of fiber similar to these will carry data and
video signals in the new infrastructure, which will
make many new applications possible. Where and
how those applications will be used are questions
yet to be answered.

BGSU

• 2 blocks to downtown
• 1 block to Post Office
• Ceramic tile
• Sky lights in some units
• Energy efficient
• Quiet
• Some units w/ studies
• Central air/ gas heat
• Laundry
• Assigned parking
Call 3S4-6036

From 9:00 - 5:00 M-F
Take a virtual tour at:
www.wcnrt.org/--hliihland

Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm/A/C Dishwasher/Garbagr
Disposal CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Starts at $400 Call 353-5800

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
1 bdrm. Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbagr Disposal
Remodeled

V
■i
\'
V

Top wages
Flexible Hours
Paid Vacations
Health/Dental
Insurance
^ Employee Stock
Option Plan

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

Starts at $400

Management Inc.
Slop by our office ai 1045 N. Main SI
tor complete listing or Call 353-5800.
www.wcorl.org/-mrcca

Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Mauraee, OH 43537
(Just a tew minutes tram BGI
Take 1-4T5W to Pussel-turn right.)

